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SRG Goals Set
"Philosophically," says
Steve Anderson, presidential candidate, "my beliefs
are that the University is
for students and students
have certain rights because they are citizens."
Getting down to specifics, Anderson's main concern is the Quarter System, which he believes is
being poorly implemented
at this University. His efforts of over _a year earned
him head spot on a\ Buard
of Regents ·Committee to
study and revise the Quarter System.
He has plans to expand
the role of the committee
to deal with all educational

problems, to introduce new
ideas such as pass-fail
grading, non - compulsory
class attendance, and independent study.

Gutierrez To 'Fight'

presidential running mate
fi;st initiated teacher evaluation last quarter, and
plans school-wide evaluation this spring) support of
the efforts o.f the State
· Council of Stild'ent Body
Presidents, increased stu, dent representation in all
areas of university life, the
encouragement of students
to participate in university
life, and the creation of a .
new dialogue between university and community.

Ernie Gutierrez has entered the SG presidential.
race with the idea in mind
that "there are dozens of
little things, little things in
themselves, that together
work to abrogate the dignity and beauty that is
being a man or a woman."

Anderson, a Students for ·
Responsible Government
nominee, will run on the
SRG platform including endorsement of the Bill of
Student Rights, revisions to
improve the flexibility of
food and housing contracts,
expansiQn of intercollegiate
athletics with the initiation
of a basketball team, resistance to cost increases, the
establishment of rapid
Other stands are for imtransit to alleviate parking proved registration faciliproblems, creation of a ties, expanded student concampus Rathskeller beer trol of . student-provided
halJ, teacher evaluation for
monies, 'and participation
the entire faculty, , (Chuck in the National Student AsTonkin, Anderson's vice- sociation (NSA).

Gutierrez, and his i;-unning mate Diane Washburne, say they are running "because we believe
politics should be the domain of people, not politicians."
Gutierrez' c a m p a i g n,
based on a platform of
human rights and the idea
of students as human
beings, cans for the aboli. tion of absurb aspects of
student life such as "hav-

ing Hubert Wunderlich
give students their most
basic human rights.. "
According to · Gutierrez
when anyone tries to take
from him his freedom as a
man, he does what free
men have always done:
fight.
What does Gutierrez expect to do to win this election?
"The human rights group
will have to sell itself to
many more people · than
usualJy vote in student
elections," Gutierrez said.
"I personally feel I must
reach one particular lady
who takes only one evening
class and carries ,!1-n overstuffed purse and her husband is an accountant or
factory worker and she

sees colJege as a chance
for her to become more
than the composite of her
television set," he said.
' 'If we can make this
woman see that the University is here for her, that
she carries within her a capacity for creation beyond
alJ rules and rule-men, that
in her humanness she is
one with us all, . then we
will win. And I don't mean
only the election."
G u t i e r r e z told The
Oracle that it is tlie basic
human right of human
beings not to be fed like ·
pigs, housed like cattle and
patroHed and controHed
like infants. "This has got
to change. We will change
these things. The time for ·
explanation is over," he
said. '
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Med School Opening
Won't Be· Next Fall
Pres. Allen this week an- been decided that with. the ing comments published in
nounced that he has agreed to small medical staff now au- newspapers across the s tate
withdraw his . P!-'<?PC/Sal for thorized the University, it will and attributed to Wilbur
early opening of the CoHege of ·be better to ·concentrate· the Cohen, ex secretary of the
Medicine ·in· the •eaPly faH •0f -staff's · efforts in preparing Health, Education and Wel1969.
new application for a federal fare Department.
· "Our first effort must b·e· di- ·matching ·grant.
"USF has a College of Medrec.ted toward . developing ,a
Pres. Allen said the. ne,w ~p- icine and the nucleus for its
College of Medicine of high plication will "hopefully" be staf,f and faul_ty," · Pres. AHen
quality that will be consistent ready for consideration in said.
·
with the standards we have June.
T,he HEW, formerly headed
set for the l,!Il1ire University," - EARLIER THIS -week, the.<'"bY, ~ohen; i,vas a¥ ed to gr311t
Pres. Allen said.
Presidem,...[eVj~w~ . the statt1s funds to help construct the
He -explained that it has of the medical school follow- College of -Medicine's- first
- - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - . building.,
.
THE DEPARTMENT'S turn
down came after .aH others
concerned had approved the
medical school plans and proposed programs. USF is preparing to resubmit a grant application which, hopefully,
will contain the details HEW
has requested.

PRES.ALLEN
. . . withdraws proposal

"USF takes exception to
Mr. Cohen's · statements, as
quoted, in that there were
numerous informal discussions with his staff in Wash'

ington and constant assurances that the application was in
order," Pres. Allen said.
"More detail has been requested, and will be submitted, but nothing previously
implied poor planning."
-I F COHEN was quoted correctly, Pres. Allen explained,
-it can be assumed that appointive officials who are now
,-on of off-~ were r~ponsiblc-- ,
for the turn-d'own of USF's
federal -g rant application.
"This would explain why
the professional staf.f members of HEW were unable , to
clearly define why our application was reversed," AHen
said. " We would have appreciated knowing of Mr. Cdhen's
misapprehensions b e f o r e,
rather than after, he left office.
)

.

Brown Gives Bill
To SG Legislature
Brazilian Dance At DeSoto

Brazilians Get
Taste OF U.S.
The first group of Brazilian
students left Sunday morning,
but Brazil '69 keeps going on
strong. Last Monday, another
group of students arrived in
Tampa, as part of a program
sponsored by the Yazigi Institute of Language, in Brazil.
The program furnishes the
students with an opportunity
to visit the U.S. and learn
about the American way of
life. For approximately three
weeks, the students, receive
an intensive course in English
conversation and writing;
meet American people; visit
scenic spots in the state;· and
attend lectures on different
aspects of our culture.
Friday night, a farewell
banquet was held at Fontana,
followed -by a dance at De
Soto Hall. At Fontana, awards
were presented to those who
sho,wed more progress along
the course, and a certificate,
upon completion of the program, was given to each student.
Two of the students extended their appreciation in the
name of aH, and thanked USF
for the,i r hospitality. Luis Almeida Marims Filho, said' in
part: "You need to visit our
country. Our homes are
yours."
Later, at the dance, Amer-

icans and Brazilian students
panced all together a typical
Brazilian Carnival dance. A
reception was held last night
at De Soto, to welcome the
new group of students.

asking the Administration to
delegate part of their authority to us." He added, "I have
one concern - getting this bill
passed."
EACH SECTION OF the brll
was considered separately. As
each section was read, a corresponding criticism qf the
section was read from a critique of the bill, written by
Herbert Wunderlich, Dean of
Student Affairs.
Wunderlich was asked to
comment on his critique and
was questioned by the legislators on several points.
Wunderlich said that he was

20253, 23100 -No More?

AfrQ , 1?ress Reflects Sp_irit
Otha Favors, Connie. 'J:~cker,..q~vin,~cC~y,
Glori!!, Stevens, and·Harry McLin·inodel f!ISbions they w~r in conjqnctiQn_with ' the AfriAmerican group· on campus; Tb•f .~el! ~:r
dashikis and thl} .women wear African saris
· colorfully des.ig!Wd Afro dresses. The· group

feels that the clothes are an indication oUhl'
black man's ilnage. The students said they
are able to assert 'themselves . through the
}\fr!) fashions that they .wear on-campus and
for informal occasions. P-lease see related
story by John Guggenheim on page 8.

--'------'-- -''--------- ----------

Barnett ·vetoes

(Please See Editorial, Page 4)
The Student Bill of Rights
was brought out of committee
and to the floor of the Legislature at last Thursday's
meeting of the Student Government (SG).
The motion to bring the bill
out of committee was passed
28-11 after much discu~ion.
Befo~e the legislators began
discussion of the bill, its author, Sen. Ben Brown, reminded them that they alone
had no power to pass and
implement the biU. "Anything
we. do is merely a contract,"
he stated. "We are asking for
a contractual relationship .•.

USF Photo

Senior

Publication Bil-I
BEN BROWN
. . . authors bill.

"sincerely interested" in student rights, and added, "I
hope you can come up with a
bill that's realistically operable."

"I HOPE YOU do not come
Florida ninth graders are as- up with a bill student rights
signed Social Security numbers just for the sake of confrontafor testing purposes, Spain said. tion," he continued. To this
Critics who say USF is run by
SPAIN SAID the registrar's Brown replied, " It is a cona giant computer may not be
office
is requesting Social Secu- frontation already - between
lieve it, but assigned student
rity numbers from all· stud_ents your ideas and our ideas."
numbers have become obsolete
Several local lawyers met
who were ever enrolled at USF.
before students have. Starting
"With as · many students as Sunday night to prepare a
next quarter, assigned numpers
-possible classified in this way, brief on the Student Bi!J of
will be replaced by students' Sowe hope ·to eliminate mistakes Rights.
cial Security numbers.
The entire SG met as a
like
newly married women
The registrar's office is albeing assigned a second student committee Monday night to
ready Jogging the Social Securnumber, and transfer students further discuss the bill.
ity numbers of prospective stureceiving . different numbers
dents as the students apply for
from each school they have atadmission, according to Frank
FRANK SPAIN
tended."
H. Spain, assistant dean for
•
• . new service
"We never have, and never
academic affairs.
will place numbers above
"I URGE EVERY student personalized service to stu- names," he said, •"and the SoThe Survey of Co!lege
who doesn't have a Social Secu- dents."
·
cial Security numbers are ex- - Achievement Examination, rerity _number to secure one im- _The switch follows a state- actly like the old student num- quired of graduating seniors,
mediately and send 1t to the reg- wide trend. Most of Florida's bers in that they are a means to in Liberals Arts and Basis
istrar's office," he said.
state universities and junior an end, a device to help us perSpain said the new numbering colleges have already switched sonalize our service."
Studies, is scheduled for Feb.
system will create more effi- to the new system, and even the No changes in student photo- 26 at 6 :3o p.m. a nd Feb. 27 at
ciency and will enable the uni- armed forces are planning to ID cards a re planned yet, he 2 p.m. in the Physics Auditoriversity to "render maximwn change soon. In addition, all said.
um, 141.
By JOHN CALDERAZZO
Staff Writer

Grads Tested

Class .;

Student Government Rep- . man .and· Rep. Bob Van Hook,
resentative -David Tatelman's and passed by the SG legiscontroversial bill tci estabiish a lature, called for the approfree student publication on .priation · of a portion of the
campus has been vetoed by Student Activities Fee to the
SG President Scott Barnett.
formation of a free student
The bill, authored by Tatel, magazine on campus.

Last Chance
For Senior
Pictures
Graduating .seniors who
were unable to get an a ppointment for Aegean portrait on
the last make-1,1p day Friday,
will have another ·chance.
Beverly Studio photographers will be in UC 248-A
until 4 :30 p.m. today and between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
Thursday making fraternity
and sorority pictures and
have agreed to photograph seniors who could not get" a Friday appointment. All times
Frieffl.y have been reserved.
Seniors who have make-lip
appointments at B e v e r I y
downtown studio can change
this to UC 248-A if more convenient by contacting the photographers on duty at UC.
Aegean editors ask that male
seniors wear jackets, shirts, ·
and ties.

A BILL WHICH embodies a
new election code was also
passed at tlte legislative meeting.
Major changes which will
result from the passage of the
bill are a guarantee of polling
places in each living area
from which representatives
are being eelcted, introduction
of trained and paid po)] captains to enforce election rules,
the right of the courts to stop
or invalidate elections, elemination of petition of candidacy, iqtroduction of Primary
. and Secondary offenses, and
elections •within the fourth
week of each quarter.

VOTING MACHINES will be
used in the elections on February 4 and 5. The machines
are being provided by Hillsborough County.
Frederick Salzillo Jr. , was
appointed and sworn in as Associate Justice. Other appointments were Trula O'HaireC o mm u t e r
Representative; Wayne R. Johnson,Finance Committee; Edward
Corlett-Argos Representative ;
. Walton S. Jones-Secr~tary of
Special Events.

Jo·-Meet
The Senior Class of 1969
will hold its first organizational meeting Friday at 2
p.m. in UC 252.
A Senior Class _Reorganizatiorial Committee has
been appointed by student
body president ·Scott Barnett. The committee headed - by Jerry Sternstein,
Frank Biggins and Judy .
· Schwartz plans elections to
be held the first week in
February a nd encourages
all Seniors to a ttend Friday's meeting.
The Committee hopes to
continue the past traditions
of Torchlight Ceremony
and the Senior Satire,
which were not held last
year.
Sternstein urged that all
Seniors interested in help- ,,_-J
ing with the Senior Sa tire ]TI
and other projects that the ffil.
committte has planned !;~
please stop by the Office of @
of Student Organization and lilif
leave their names.
t; Nomination forms · for
f! those interested in Senior
&{ Class offices may be
[;; picked up in UC 156-A.
~.

;f

;;
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Films, Dance, Exhibits
Top UC Week's Calendar
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HELP Gets
Member Ouofa
HELP (Help End Legal Prob•
lems), the struggling USF legal
aid group, has finally reached
its reduced membership quota
and will begin operations this
Thursday evening.
After four weeks of an intensive membership drive and
concern over possible liquida. ti_on due to poor student response to the idea, the organization's president, Miss Trula
O'Haire and HELP attorney,
Maynard F. Swanson Jr. decided on a 150 member cut in the
membership quota, enabling
HELP to be instituted at IUSF.

faculty an afternoon of enter' '.Brink of Life," will be pre- tainment and fun Saturday.
. sented Thursday in the BSA The party begins at 1 p.m. in
at 8 p.m. This is the dramatic the BSA. The movie is "Dog
story of the grief experienced of Flanders." Following the
by two women denied the movie, the children will be
birth of ,their babies. Admis• escor ted to the UC for a
party. The party is for chilsion is 35 cents.
dren 5 to 12 years. Parents
BAND DANCE
must be present at the beginThe Noah's Ark will be fea- ning of the movie at 1 p.m in
tured at the Band Dance Sat- order to give permission for
urday at 9 p.m. in the UC their child to be entered in the.
Ballroom. Admission is 75 party roll. Staff and student
cents stag or $1 per couple. chaperons will be provided.
Admission to the film is 25
cents per adult :md 10 cents
FILM AND PARTY
The UC Movies and Hospi- per child.
tality Committees have joined
UC MOVIE
forces to provide the children
of married students, staff and
"War Wagon" will be presented tbis weekend at the
BSA at 7 :30 p.m. "Wagon"

BERMGAN FILM

THE REDUCTION from the
t>riginal 500-member projected
limit represents a $750 lower retainer fee for an in-residence attorney than ini{ially anticipated
by Miss O'Haire.
1:hursday at 6 p.m., Swanson,
a graduate of Duke Law School,
will be available to HELP members for discussing problems
~d setting appointments. At 8
will be a one hour seminar In
the UC ballroom operated "like
a free university class," Miss
O'Haire said. 'A possible topic
for this seminar will be selective service," she continued.
The attorney will remain for
one hour following the seminar ·
to talk with students.

Photos by Tlm6thy Krafclk

Up And Away!
The spirals at the left
are not that of a new
cathedral g o i n g up.
They are part of Phase
II of the Social Science
B u i l d i n g. The new
phase is being constructed adjacent to the
Social Science Building. Completion date
is slated for September. The fence (top
picture) has been the
target of many Greek
groups for free advertisement.

MISS O'HAIRE explaiqed the
limited membership, "the number one reason is people say 'I
don't need an attorney, but if I
get into trouble my parents will
pay for it'.'' She added that,
''perhaps some problem would
arise that you wouldn't want
your parents to know about."
But, even though, she continued, "attorneys aren't just for
·
people who get into trouble.
"When you're in college it's
, ti~e to make a break away
from mommy and daddy.''

Study Underway
For Pass-Fail,
System Here

••
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A pass-fail system for the
studenfs at USF is being investigated by a committee
headed· by Dr. Terry Own, of
the Natural Sciences Depart·
·
ment.
Dean Harris Dean, vice
Joe Engressia will soon b~
presidei*. of academic affairs, on his own around campust
explaine~ that the CBS Senior The blind and ingenious stuSeminar 'and the intern pro- dent from USF is known all
gram are currently operat- over the nation for feats of
ing on the pass-fail system placing long distance calls to
~nd a committee will . be any part of the country by
"looking into the possibility of just whistling into the phone.
enlarging the pass-fail sysDelta Gamma pledges, notitem."
fied Joe last week, that they
The committee will tie ex- decided not to guide him
ploring the merits of grades around as a pledge project
being given to a student's anymore. T h e r e is nothing
major area, but a pass-fall / against him, though.
mark being given for elective
Delta Gamma's own decicourses.
sion will eventually help him
A special committee made
· a study of the pass-fail system
for the College of Liberal
Arts, but that report has been
held back until a campus wide
report can be prepared.
The new committee had its
Donald S. Colby, director of
first meeting last Thursday to placement services at USF,
set-up guidelines for the study. was recently · elected vice
president of college relations
of the Southern College Placement A!'5ociation.
The association, one of eight
regional groupings in the
Today through Friday Cir- U.S., promotes corporation becle K is sponsoring a drive on tween colleges and employers
campus for the March of In their combined placement
efforts, high professional stanDimes.
TKE will ring a bell in front dards, and placement opporof the UC between classes to tunities for students.
Membership consists o f
collect funds for the drive.
representatives
Last year TKE won the tro- placement
phy for the organization that from four-year degree granting universities, '- employers
collected the most money.
The bell will ring continual• a nd lifetime honorary memly between classes and will bers who have made a not able
only be silenced when a dime contribution in the field. .
Last year Coiby was treais donated to the March of
surer of the association.
Dimes.
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Joe Engressia Is On His
Own-No Campus Guides

Co,lby To Head
Placement Assoc.

Bell Rings for
March Of D·imes

Student Views
Sought Tuesd~'y
Students and faculty will students, the pass-fail system,
join in the All University and self-evaluation are other
Teaching Conference, in an topics to be discussed.
Walker said that " profeseffort to discuss evaluating
sors will probably be gaining
procedures at USF. ·
The conference will be held more than students." He emon Tuesday at 4 p.ni. in phasized the need for student
participation in the conferE DU 302 (the kiva).
J ohn Walker, a member of ence ; otherwise, he feels that
the University Committee on there will be no chance of
Instruction, said that "it is achieving the desired feed1
our obligation to improve back.
DR. JACK ROBINSON, cot eaching on campus." New
ideas will be presented' by chairman of the . committee,
both faculty and students, said that "one of the attracproviding an oppor tunity to tions of the conference is for
evaluat e future procedures, professors to be able to exchange ideas with students."
he added.
REPORTS WILL be pre- He feels confident that faculty
sented showing faculty and members will be receptive to
student views concerning the these ideas, and will incorpo"elimination of the final exam rate many in their methods of
week." Course evaluation by evaluating students.

te Team
Deba_
Meets Harvard
South Florida's debate team
is planning to enter the Har-

vard University Debate Tournament today a fter receiving
a great deal. Judy Pet;ry, their fir;;;t invitation,
•
pledgema~ter _for. the sorol-lty said' after learnihg abou 3he :;..: ~..MEET .:;THEr de'Baters
-disco ver 'Iour individuals
university policy, that oelng
guided would hinder Joe more in hippy and business dress.
Yet all find agreement in the
than it would help him.
of their bearded
leadership
According to the university
Kaplan of the
Michael
advisor
policy on this matter, ha!}dldepartment.
Speech
capped students should be
Fluent team member Bob
self-sufficient; and this Is a reis president of .tht, FoRandall
quirement f'or admission.
r ensics club. A political
· Joe sa-ys he is cane-tralnefl, science and speech major
but it will take him two or with five years debate experithree weeks to learn his way ence, Randall said the teams
to the Engineering Bldg. A traveling constantly makes us
friend, Paul Wallace, has work hard to keep good
~ade arrangements to have grades.
some of his friends guide Joe
Junior Paul Levick is a
around campus.
speech major. The ·most huJoe is also problemed by an morous debate he's entered
X he received in Physics 221. was with an irate United
Because he is .blind, Joe is States Merchant Ma rine who
unable to take the lab course. argued a gainst foreign policy
The problem is whether the curtailment. Levick feels the
College of Engineering is able reason one is brought into deto give him a degree without bate is the desir e to seek intaking lab. " Such a decision tellectual answers.
requires faculty actio!1," said
LYNDA DENNISTON, the
Dr, Donaldson, who is currently handling his petition be- team's only girl is treated
fore the academic standards like . a lady by teammates
The junior speech, · English
committee.
majoo:- is from Orlando. She
thinks debaters ar e opiniona ted and finds that morality is
the hardest subject to bring
into debate.
Formidable Tom Rowland
has ibeen debating since high
sohool. He is a math major
a nd a sophomore ,t ransfer stuThe Sociology . department dent from the University of
has initiated a new program Tennessee. His home is
to involve students in decision Miami and he has spent two
years in the Army.
m aking. Sociology majors
South. Florida students may
have elected two students to see their debate team m eet
serve on the graduate council, Harvard University on camand two to serve on the under- . pus in debate this quarter on
.the "Focus " series. The
graduate council.
Speech club has almost conThese students have the cluded negotiations, said Kasame privileges as the faculty plan.
members on the committees.
The current representatives
ar e Walter Terrie and Mi•
chael Elworth, graduate council, and Byron Howes and
The Flor ida Board of R eMike Haigley, undergr aduate gents has scheduled their r eg_ular meeting in the Board
council.
Room , fourth floor of the LiSociology students in need brary Building, a t Florida
of assistance should contact Technological University, Orthe committee in SOC 220 or lando, Florida, Monday at 9
soc 226.
a.m.

-you

Sociology Lets

Students Make

D·ept. Decisions
0

Chance To Quiz SG
Candidates Today
There will be an Open Mike
session at 2 p.m. t oday on
Crescent Hill. This will be
your oppor tunity to quiz SG
candidates from the SRG and
Human Rights Parties on
their policies, ideas a-nd platforms.

Referendum
Makes USF
NSA Member

As a result of the Student
Government (SG) referendum
on Jan. 15, the SG will withdraw its membership from
the Southern University Student Government ,Association
and will affiliate with the National Student Government
Association.
Of the seven r evisions
which appeared on the referendum ballot, all but one
were passed by student vote.
The revision wJ!ich would
have allowed students to
apply for the office of associate justice without having
attended USF ·the previous
quarter was defeated.
Other changes resulting
from the referendum are the
increase in the number of
Senators from five to eight,
the change of the organization's name from Student Association to Student Government, and lessening the
academic requirements of the
President, . Vice - president,
President Pro .,Tempore and
Jusiices to minimum cumulativi::.S e.R of 2.oo'each quarter.
Another amendment will
allow all faculty members,
administrators, as well as students, to. attend all legislative
sessions.
Publication of the referendum results was delayed one
week due to a court injunction
requesting a recount of the
votes. The votes were tabulated as passed by a 2-3 majority
figured from the total vote on
each single issue.

a

starring John Wayne and Kirk
Douglas is an exciting western concerned with land stealing and false imprisonment.
Admission is 35 cents.

CHILDREN'S
ART EXHIBIT
The UC Arts and Exhibits
Committee is- featuring the
art works of culturallv deprived children in the UC Gallery through Friday. The Gallery is open from 8 a.m. until
5 p.m. Monday through Friday,

JAPANESE PRINTS
An Art e)!:hibit of contemporary J apanese prints will be
exhibited Monday through
Feb. 24 in the UC Gallery.
This travelling exhibit is from
the Ferdinand Roten Galleries

of Baltimore, Maryland.

UC EXTRAVAGANZA
The Big Weekend of the
Winte r quarter is rapidly approaching. Anthony a nd the
Imperials · ar e scheduled to
appear in concert Feb. 14 at 8
p.m. On t he same evening, beginning at 9 :30 p.m . in the
UC, El Casino •Nill begin with
a wide variety of gambling
games (no money exchange,
of course.) In the Ballroom a
jazz combo will be performing
for those who want to relax in
a night-club atmo:,phere.
On Saturday The Candymen
will provide music for a band
dance in t he Gym beginning
at 9 :30 p.m. Tickets will be on
sale at the UC Information
Desk soon.

***
UC Movie Poll Set
this out and return it to Argos
Andros, UC, by next Wednes·
day.
A drawing wiU be held for

The UC Events Committee
is running this poll to help select movies for next year. Students have been asked to fill

the polls turned in. The person's student number that is
.on the winning ballot will win
five free movie tickets.

Student number ••••••••••••••••••••
'Male • • • • • • Female ••••••
Resident •••••• Commuter.-•••••
I
Freshman •• ~ •••••• Sophomore .•••.•••• Junior • • • . . . • . • Senior
How often do you attend the University Center Movies per quarter?
None ••••••• (1·2) •••.••• (3·5) ••.•..• (6-10) . ...... (more often) •••••• ~
Do you usually attend the movie with a dute? Yes •••••••••• No ••••••• ~ ••
How did you find out about the movies? Posters •••••••••••• Dial 400 ••••••••••••
Oracle ••••••••••••••••••• Calendar • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Other ••••••••••••••••••
Are you satisfied with the
• .•....•.•......••• seating arrangement
••••••••••••••••~• sound
• ••••••••••••••••• film projection

•••••••••••••••••• BSA
Suggestions •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••

••..•.•....•.•.••.••.••••. ••••.•..........•............ ..................•...•

.................................................................
....................................................................
Type of film you would prefer to see
• • • • • • • • Adult Comedy
••••••.• Award Winning
•••••••• Drama

........ -. M~sic·al
•••••••• Western ·
. ~•••••• ..Other

••••••••••••••••••••••••••....•••••....................................
(rank in order of preference)
Have you attended any of our mid-week film fe$tivals featuring Humphrey Bogart,
W. C. fields and Paul Newman? Yes.~ •••••••• • ••••••••• No ·••••••••••••••••••••
Do you have any suggestions for other film festivals? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••.•••.••••••.......•... ......••...................... .. , ..............•....
Would you be interested in seeing a high quality film such a,s Tom Jones or Man for All
Seasons at a cost of S0c per person?
Yes • • • • • • • • • • • No •••••••••••

Geophysicist

Have you any suggestions for other such fil_ms that you would like to see? ••••••••

To Explain

Please select ten films from the fifty below that you would be interested in seeing next
quarter.

Role Monday
E d Trapp, project geophysicist for Pan American Petroleum Corporation, will speak
on "The Role of the Geophysicist in the Petroleum Industry" .
Students majoring in geology, physics, math and electrical engineering should find
this seminar of great int erest.
Pan American Petroleum is
a leading North American ex•
plorer and producer of crude
oil, natural gas, and natural
liquids and is a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Standard Oil
Company. (Indiana). T h e
m eeting will be Monday at 2
. p.m. in CHE 206

Meeting Set

Behold A Pale Horse .

Deadlier Than The Male

Bedtime Story

Mon's Favorite Sport

The Cardinal

The Grass is Greener

Cheyenne Autumn

A Very Spec ial Favor

Dead-Heat on a Merry Go Round

Judith

Fail Safe

No Ma n Is An Island

Games

Major Dundee

Good Neighbor Som

Flower Drum Song

The Happening

The Chase

Lilth

Barabbas

A Man Could Get Killed

1

Appaloosa

The Pod And How to Use It

Banning '

Romanoff And Juliet

Born Free

Regents Meeting Department
At florid-a Tech
The College of Liberal Arts

Tobruk

The Great Race

Walk Don't Run

Not With 'My Wife You Don't

has initiated the " Meet the
Department Series." This ser ies of meetings between the
students a nd their interest
areas will a id the student in
his career decisions.
The second of these mee;ings in this "Meet the Department Series" is sponsored
jointly by the Depar tment of
Astrometry Seminar
Geology and the USF Geology
Dr. Arthur J. Upgreen of
Club today at 2 p.m. in UC
the Van Vleck Observator y,
255-256.
conduct
will
Middleton, Conn.,
Students interested in geoloa seminar on astrometry Frigy and other earth sciences
day, 3 p.m., in PHY 129.
Astrometry is measurement are encouraged to attend. The
of positions and motions of entire geology faculty -will be
available to answer any quesstars.
All interested persons are tions students may have.
Refreshments will be served.
invited.

The Art of Love

Wait Until Dark

Henry V

Never Too Late

8¾

Ensig n Pulver

iBy Geology

The Odd Couple
Count erpoint
Strange Bedfellows
Bus Riley's Bac k in Town
The Wrong Box
Ship of Fools

The Bobo
Harper
Inside of Daisy Clover
The Mag nificient Men In Their Flying Machines
Splendor In The G ra ss
Oc ean s II
The Killers of l(ilimanjaro

Students Question USF
Housing-Food Policies
By RAY ZOGORSKI
Assistant Makeup Editor

First of a Series
Why is USF's brand new
DeSoto hall empty? Why is
Director of Housing Ray King
letting even those students residing within the 20-mile radius move on campus, a modification of the housing policy?
Why were visitation hours
given the dorm students?
Were they a concession to
make dorm life more comparable to the phenomenal
growth of off-campus apartments ?
What about fraternity and
sorority houses?
What are the reasons .behind the stricter-than-most
schools housing policy?
What are the policies at
other state universities?
What do students think.
And, most of all; what is
being done to live under the
rules - or cha!lge theln? This
these and other questions.
Here's the housing policy
from the 1968-69 catalog:
"THOSE STUDENTS who
reside within a 20-mile radius
of the University a re generally expected to commute."
"Other regularly enrolled
students paying the registration fee for full time attendance are expected to live in
University residence halls or
in approved off-campus residence halls which meet University regulations pertainbg
to operation and staffing."
(DeSoto and Fontana)
"Students will be permitted
to live in University-approved
•off-campus accommodations if
they are at least 21 ...
"Students will be permitted
to live in other than University - approve d accommodations if they meet one of the
following qualifications : a
married student livi!lg with
spouse , living with parents,
legal guardians or with their
approval other adult rela tives
and thcise paying part .time
fees.

"APPLICATIONS for exceptions are to be directed to the
Dean of Men or the Dean of
Women.
"All students in residence
halls on the campus receive
three meals a day in the cafeterias. The cost is included in
the total charge for room and
board."
This. is the policy. The challenge can best .be embodied i.'l
the individuals opposing it.Paul Wallace, Student Government Representative is
now challenging the housing
regulation · requiring s tudents
under 21, unless they meet
other housing conditions, to
live in O!l-campus University
housing by living off campus
himself.
Wallace has asked Dean of
Men Charles Wildy to prosecute him. Wallace claims
Wildy is hold out for time.
(Wallace is breaking the r ule
pertaining to those under 21
living off campus). In his case
early Quarter I, involving
Wallace's gas asphyxiation,
he obtained a legal <locument
giving him a non-minor
status.
Wildly said, "We are waiting for a · decision from the
State Attorney General's office on the legal status of the
housing policy."
·
WALLACE TURNS 21 Feb.
1, and fears that Wildy and
Wunderlich are postponing the
issue. Dea n of Student Affairs

Herbert Wunderlich said, "We creased cost she incurred by
contacted the Attorney Gener- living ·in Fontana. She had reeral's office to see how this . quested on-campus housing,
applies to us. (Wallace's non- but due to lack of space and
minor status) We haven't re- t he referral to Fontana policy.
ceived a response yet. We she lives in Fontana.
don't know if -he is violating
Mary Margaret Rutledge is
the policy."
concerned with the disparity
This is where Kappy Kidd of regulations in current hons:
comes in. Nineteen and a ing policy. Namely, she
sophomore from Jacksonville, claims, that Resident ~ssishe is clearly violating housing tants and Resident Counselregulations by not living in ors, while still students, are
not subject to some of the sothe dorms.
cial
rules . pertaining to drinkHe claims he will be preing, curfew, and visitation.
vented by Dean Wunderlich .
She is also concerned with
from registering third quarter
pending his return to the prcedures of entering rooms.
dorms, and "pendi!lg payrpent She claims her room and ot hfor this quarter's (Quartet II) ers have been entered without
food and housing contract knowledge of the resident.
which I haven't even used."
WALLACE AND KIDD have
other
complaints. M o s t 1 y
HE IS PREPARED to file
legal suit on the grounds that about the money saved but
the University shouldn't force Wallace claims " the housing
a mandatory food and housing conditions ar e not compatible
contract on students, and that · to me, and the food contract
he is being denied equal violates my right as a vegeprotection u!lder the law, . tarian." He lives in a selfsince Florida State and the contained mobile trailer, to
University of Florida do not the knowledge ,of the Adminisrequire those in Kidd's posi- t ration, parked near the · religious centers.
tion to live on capus.
Kidd claims he can live a
'
Kidd feels that while he was
lot
cheaper a nd better t han
academically qualified t o
come to the University, he with what his $47 per month
was required to accept a tie- dormitory rent provided. He
in obligation, the mandatory cited increased living area
housing and food contract. and more freedom as main
"It's situation where the Uni- objectives.
Wildy does ' not think the
versity requires other qualifications than academic ability
to obtain admittance."
Wallace has also threa tened
to file suit on simila r grounds,
including a state law which
prohibits the state from supporting private enterprise. He
claims that Fontana Hall
and the University policy of
referring students to live
there if on-campus housing is
taken is support of private
terprise.
Student Government Representative Mary Mar garet Rutledge is upset with the in-

Co-Op Council
Selects New
Members
The Cooperative Education
Advisory Council has selected
new members for the current
quarter. The new appoint-ments are as follows .: Basic
Studies., Loren Kelley, Larry
Leiss and P hilip Taylor.
Business
Administration: ·
Cha rles Gaudi, Charles Messier a nd Elaine Reaves. E ducation: Bonnie DuPuis, Earline Bass a nd Margaret Miller. Engineering : J i ·m m y
Chumney, Robert Wilder. and·
Wayne Hunter. Liberal Arts,
R. Wayne Miller, Don Binder
and Nadja Holly.
At the sam e .time, the Co-Op
office a nnounces that Jack
Westberry, -f ormerly assistant
director of the Cooperattve
Education program at Auburn
University, has joined the
USF Co-Op program as coordinator for engineering students. Prof. Westberry will
work toward the expansion of
the USF Co-Op Program in
engineering and related fields.
In other changes in the USF
Co-Op program, Prof. J ames
Pope, formerly coordinator
for education majors, returns •
to the College of Education
full time and Mrs . Glenda F.
Lentp will be coordinator of
both the education majors as
well as coordinator for majors
in science areas.

housing regulations are violated frequently. He said that
only four people were suspected of violation Quarter I
and one of these has been
cleared up. "We don't do an
actual witch-hunting job," he
said, " we just check .oversights made by the students
on local addresses."
Both Wallace and Kidd
claimed they know more people who are under · 21 living
off-campus illegally, if not
meeting ot her housing regulations.
1

VIOLATORS OF the housing r ules, according to. Wildy,
are made to move on campus
or other wise comply with the
regula tions. This has been
done in the past.
There have been no suspensions that Wildy knows of.
The normal procedure is to
place a pending on the student's records until he clears
with Wildy's office.
R e g a r d i n g exceptions,
Wildy said only medical decisions or those of the , Developmental Center are considered. He admitted it was not
likely a person in Kidd's case
could get an exception to the
housing regulations . from his
office .
(Next week, the Administra-
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Storyhour Set

Campus SG' Poll
On Beer Today

For Children
Storyhour for the five to
eight year old children of students, staff, and faculty will
be· held on a reserved seat
basis at 10 :30 am on two Saturdays of February and
March in the Instructional
Materials Center (IMC) of the
Education Building (EDU).
Storytelling offers children
the· oral tradition passed down
fro~ ancient days. The full
range of resources of the IMC
will be utilized so that brief
films and appropriate recordings will intersperse t he
stories..
The pur pose of the program
is to offer children the richness of the ancient and universal tra dition of storytelling
- the progra ms hold a wide
variety of oral tradition such
as the tales of Grimm, excerpts from mythology, North
American Indian lore, and
Uncle Remus tales.

\
Februa ry's program, Satur-

day February 1, and 22, will

be "Tales From Russia."
Miss Pa t Williams, storyteller, ext 341, may be called for
reservations. Parents are invited to browse through the
Centers libr ary during Storyhour.

Students Happy
With 10-Point
Grading System
. Students voiced their opinions . in a recen~ Michigan
State - News survey . and
agreed that a new 10-point
grading system set up at that
University gave them a fairer
representation of grades.
Some students felt that the
syst~m which grades students
on a 10-point basi~ rather than
the usual 4.0, gives them a
better indication of the actual
grade than the former system
with four letter grades.

ORACLE-U. of South Florida, Janu~ry 29, 1969-3

"Do you want to have a
rathskeller (an inn where
beer could be served) at
USF?"
The public relations committee of the Student Government will be conducting its
fi rst r andom sample poll of
the entire campus today.
The polling service, headed
by Sheldon Barat and his coordinator, Jack Belford, has
been in the planning since last
quarter and with the aid of 25
pollsters in over 10 precincts
on campus will be from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. today.

DINERS- FUGAZY

f<l>I-.
~ '-~~:'!-~"~

NORTH GATE SHOPPING CENTER

STUDENT TOURS TO EUROPE
From New York

Living Language and Cultural Exchange Programs
PHONE

Ask About Your Own
' 1501 So. Dalo Mabry

t ion speaks on the housing

Open Nights 'til 8:30

DINERS CLUB CARD

is it adrag
t1Fwerkfor
acompany
107 years_old?
NO- NOT WHEN YOU 'RE GROWING!
OUR FORMULA FOR SUCCESS IS QUITE SIMPLE- UTILIZATION OF
TALENTED YOUNG PEOPLE.
Union Camp is one of the world's leading producers of paper and paper
by-products. We're growi ng. And we'll continue to grow through the
thoughts and ideas of people l ike you. We encourage our people to
think and act on their own because th at way t hey do t he best jobfor us and for th emselves.

ON

THE .

FEB. 4, 5

~14Ll4t-L~t1cttc

a Union Camp Career Counselor will visit

FLETCHER AT 22nd
PH. 935-1400

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
to explore your career objectives.
We're looking forward to the opportunity
of meeting you.

We'd like to talk with you on ·
Tues., February 4 about
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

Corporate Coordinator of Co llege Relations

I

UNION CAMP . CORPORATION

at Florida Power Corporation • • •
W e'll tell it like it is ... and it 's beautiful! Growth ?
We must double our capab ility in ten yea rs. A dvanced
t echnology ? Our f irst nuc lea r~fu eled generator
schedul ed tor operation in 1972. No industry employs
more sophisticated equi pment and w e're right up
with the best. Florida - and our compa ny - is where
the action is.
P lease sign interview schedule now posted in the
University Placement Office.

~ ~n i ~ /
F LORIDA POW E R CORPORATION
YOUR TAX- PAYING, INVESTOR • OWNED EL ECTRIC COAIPAN'I'

The poll tcJday will be con- .
ducted under the technical advice of Dr. Roger Nichols,
professor of political science
and professional pollster.

COMPLETE TR,AVEL SERVICE BY

linguist
To Speak
Here Today

GET
A
"PERMANETTE"
AT

Barat ~aid, "Polling service
will serve as an effective tool
for student government leaders to assess the desires of .
the constituents."

22 to 90 Days - 700 aitd up - All Inclusive

situation.)

Dr. · D. Lincoln Ca nfield ,
whose specialties include the
application of linguistic principels to the teaching of Spanis h a nd the history of the
modern dialects of Spanish in
the Western Hemisphere, is
here today through Friday in
the second of a series of visiting lecturers invited by the •·
~~derl!,;,: ,Language Department.
I
Dr. Canfield", chairman of
the department of Languages
and Linguistics at the University of Rochester, will make
daily visits with students in
. a.dvanced Spanish courses and
wili deliver an address in
English, "English as She is
Spoken," in the Physics Auditorium today at 2 p.m.
In •his English conference
today, Dr. Canfield will comment on the principal factors
that have contributed to the
development of modern American E nglish, with anecdotes
to illustrate some of these details.

The precincts being polled
will be the Business Building,
Social Science, Fine Arts,
Chemistry, Life Science, Engineering. Education, Andros,
Argos and Fontana.

233 BROADWAY, N. Y., N. Y. 10007
An Equal Opportu nity Employer

Ill

UNION CAMP CORPORATION

932-4384

..

JERRY STERNSTEIN
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Bucher: ·
Inquiry_Or
/ lnquisHiont

.

-U. of South Floi'lda, January 29, 1969

EDITORIALS AND COMMENTARY

The inquiry that is now taking
place in San Diego of the capture
of the American spy-ship Pueblo,
has revealed some startling .data.

Oracle ·Backs Anderson-Ionkin
Following are the candidates
The Oracle endorses for the elec•
tfon of president and vice president
of Student Government (SG) and
senate positions:
President-Ste ve Anderson
Vice president-Chu ck Tonkin

Senat(}r-Robin Altman, Richtard Bach, Jack BeJford, Roger
Coe, Doug Griffin, Ken Rubin,
Mary Margaret Rutledge, Betsy
·
Smoot
, _The Oracle feels that only
through the election of these can. dlda1es can SG continue to push for
rightful student power within the
existing structure, so vigorously
fought for by the Barnett Administration and the State Council of
$.tu.dent Body Presidents. . \:-While we feel Ernie ·Gutierrez,
r·unning on the Human Rights
Party Platform, has commendable
ideals - that of securing the rights
of human beings for- each student
- we feel a leader has to be cognizant of existing conditions and
work within them.

The first of which is the obviously hideous way in which this
inquiry is being conducted. The
skipper of the USS Pueblo; Lloyd
M. Bucher, is asserted as being
"suspect of violating navy regula•
tions concerning the seizure of the
USS Pueblo."

Robin Altman has been a Basic
Studies and Liberal Arts SG representative since April, 1967. She
has been an active member of the
Rules and Calendar Committee
since then. She shows her alertness
on all issues through questions at
SG meetings. Miss Altman is running on the Human Rights platform, but through her performance
has shown she knows how to work
with existing conidtions.

RICHARD BACH, also a Human
Rights candidate, has been at USF
off and on since 1967. He has also
been at the University 9f Wisconsin where he participated in both
moderate and militant groups. He
says he now is "seeking the best
element of both worlds." Mr. Bach
is a strong proponent of student
power and knows the controversies ·
of militancy. He has 3.04 academic
average.
Jack Belford has very definitely
stated that he believes students
should have power only in areas
that affect them. He is a member
of the All-University athletic Coun.
cil and the SG Polling Committee . .
Roger Coe, SRG candidate, is ·
presently a senator. He has been a
B a s i c tSudies . Representative ,
member of the Resident Affairs,
Internal' Affairs and Student Af.
fairs Committees. He was instrumental in getting SG to join the
National Student Association.

THE NAVY COlJRT of Inquil"Y!
has not only br anded the skipper,of
the Pueblo as "suspect" but has
put this man through an ordeFthat
ranks second · only to the Spanish
··
Inquisition.
Let us -take some facts. inro.
consideration in this · case of the
USS Pueblo and its skipper, which
was held for 11 months in North
Korean territory. During tllis time
the crew. and the skipper were put
through what sources described a$
a "h!!!llish" interrogation. .

JOHN CALDERAZZO

Heroes

WHY "IS IT THAT the Navy, in
all its archaic ways, has decided to
further embarass itself, -in this already ridiculous Pueblo incident?
Could it be that the Navy itself was
at fault when Naval Headquarters
in Japan failed to reply to Bucher.'s ·
urgent and repeated calls for help?.

Dual Today

Where have you gone Joe DiMaggio? television, brought the antics of Milton
. IDS TA(JTICS OF. putting poetry
That's the _question posed by song- Berle, the sobriety of Edward R. Mur. and emotion into politics are adsters Simon and Garfunkel. Now the row and the eloquence of Adlai Stevenchant is being taken by many of .the ob- son into millions and millions of homes.
mirable, especially .in ari acadeThese celebrated people had one thing
servors of our fast-changing culture.
mic community such as ours, but
Where oh where, they cry, have our good in common - a solid, unwavering
experience has shown us that the
old red-blooded all-American heroes image, an Image engendered, intentiontwo ingredients of success in Stually or not, by what I call their one digone?
work
hard
·
are
dent Government
answer, I think, is that they mensional public lives.
The
and compr omise.
haven't gone anywhere. They've just
TRACK STAR ROGER Bannister was
Hard work could be Sen. Steve.
a little bit.
~hanged
WE RECOMMEND SRG canknown to an admiring public only as
Anderson's slogan as he has spent
The metamorphosis has occurred
the last year working• through the didate Doug Griffin with qualifica- mostly in the last five years. Think back "the great runner." Aside from a few
. Board of Regents and the Adminis- tions. He has invaluable plans for for a moment to the early sixties and hours of social duty on an occasional telmovie and TV stars were
tration to make USF courses more restructuring the University Sen- late fifties; and try to remember the ethon, most
and appreciated only for their
known
ConUniversity
a
getting
and
ate
system.
suitable for the quarter
great American heroes of those times. acting abilities.
The idea of a monorail system for stitution, but his ideas tend toward
Bu_t now things have changed.
IN THE SPORTS WORLD, a world in•
campus was Mr; AndeFson's. The, the radical that would not benefit habited
Our modern celebrities are a Commitheroes than any other,
more
by
Administration · is . presently con- anyone.
baseball stars Mickey Mantle and Willie ted lot, a publicly committed lot. The
Ken Rubin', SRG candidate, has Mays, former star Johnny Unltas and most publicized American athletes at the
ducting feasibility study for such a
been a Basic Studies and Fontana · track star Roger Bannister, the first recent Olympic Games were not the
project.
_M r. Anderson has been a sena- representatiye·. Re worked with man to crack the "impossible" four min- multi-gold medal winners, but the black
protestors. Quarterback Joe Nam~th
tor for one year and one quarter. Sen. Anderson on -the Commission ute mile b~rrier, all reigned sup_reme.
is revered' (or Hated) as much for
foday
is
He
Development.
,Internal
'for.
'
iri
-~is
.and
experien:ce
-H~~n
no
Ro~
has
stars
Movie
JY!r. Gutierrez
playboy
his'!
-'
Day romped endless1y and mindles.sly abilities. · talents as for his athletic
•• pasf SRG chairman:
~udent Government.
one .bedroom scene to another on
Betsy Smoot, now a senator; from
:_ ·; CHUCK TONKIN was instruthe big screen; and the small screen, _ _ 91JR _!{EROES ARE wlllingly assum•
mental in lowering. the bad check has been at Andros for two years.
fine from $5 to $2.50, traffic fines She is responsible for lengthening
from $2, $5, and $10 to $2, $3 and - the time between.classe s.
We recommend Mary Margaret
$5. and late registration fee from
Rutledge with qualifications. She is
$10 per course to $25 overall. Mr.
Tonkin did this through appealing a strong advocate of student power
as a Fontana Hall r epresentative.
·
committee.
Human She has sponsored much legisla•
Diana· Washburne,
Rights candidate for vice president, tion, but often has a prejudice at•
has no experience in Student Gov• titude when working with the ad:
ministration.
·
er'nment.

ing dual roles In the public eye. Athletes
Since the Navy was the . big
as Well as movie and TV stars are flockin this fiasco could it be that
loser
ing into the political arena as both can~-,
just simply must lay the
they
supporters.
dates and
at someone's feet?
blame
Conversely, as a result of the enquiring eye of television, our politicians are.
IF THIS INDEED is the case
infiltrating the entertainment industry
(and not, ha ha, just as comedians).
then I agree with Senate Presid~nt
Thus we have the Vice President of the Mike Mansfield who has called for:
United States and the mayor of . New an investigation by the Senate
York City dropping in for a friendly chat Armed Services Committee -and
on the Johnny Carson show.
the Senate Foreign Relations Com•
The heroes of a decade ago were no
the Navy's handling -.o f
less human and were no less committed mittee into
'
affair.
Pueblo
the
to the public welfare than our present
Why is it :that-the Navy through
celebrities; their commitments were just
less publicized.
its Boarq of Inquiry must rehasli'iii
MAYBE IT'S A sign of our increas- full view of world press-an incident
ingly complex modern life fuat our ce- which it learned about behmd
lebrities no longer lead one dimensional closed doors through several wee~
public lives. It's all for the common of private interr ogation of .Bucher:
good, I suppose, that everyone's com•
and the entire Pueblo crew? .
mitted to,a cause.
:
~
But"in a :way it is sad for those.of, us
who prefer out heroes,-t~remaiil larger- "~ THERE ARE AT ·the momet:tt ·
than life. we· aon't like to see them ·so ~~~ no answers to these que·s tions, onlY)
committed, so poiltical, · so .terribly · that there is more than· what ·tlie
•. ~ average citizen can see influenc=human.
.
'
-·
- - - -· -.l.- •.~~-..-.~..-..w- ◄-·-"·.-=µlg -~e decisions which are being
·
made.
Skipper Lloyd Bucher, who is iii
naval terms a "mustang" because
he achieved his rank and commfs..
··sion entirely through rank itfl•
·~.::'p rovement, and not as graduate
. , - - ·- - ~of Annapolis,. is the scapegoat in
this ordeal.
~-~- .J
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THE OTHER VOICE

Name Of The--·, Game

By ERNIE GUTIERREZ
Student Commenf.lµ-y
,,

The editorial that was to appear in this space was
killed at press time because SG President Scott Barnett rescinded his own executive order-to have ·the
Student Bill of Rights appear in Tuesday's referendum. The Oracle will comment further when more de-

Every night except Saturday (when
it's closed) there's an intricate little
game that goes on in the lobby of the
University Library. I call it the Mating
Grune, half seriously, more sadly.
There is a well-worn overland trail between the blur of lights of the Library
and the splash of the dorms. The trail is
peopled always by a moving ·mass - always i:noving - for movement is of the
·. essence in the Mating Game, movement
and aloofness.
There is a -thing in our society, I've
. sometimes heard, a thing called sex,
that I've heard, is dirty and nasty. But
sex is not an intrinsic or even important
· part of the Game, per se.
It is a curious contest, mixing ego
and desire, stirring the two with frustration to brew curiously unsatisfying, yet
tantalyzing hors d'oeurves to the
players.
The players: Sorority girls and non sorority girls . . . boys with sad mouths
twisted in one corner and fifty pencils in
their shirt pockets, in some cases. And in
some extreme cases, pencil holsters attached to their belts. I've always thought
that whoever made the pencil holsters
··ought to }le shot, perhaps with a loaded
pencil. .
All sharing a tangled shred of humil.nity, all looking to huddle before the fire
in g_regarious warmth, simple and unex-

tails are available.
It's The Fourth Week
It's The
Fourth Week • • •
It is now the fourth week of school with
. seven more to go. Mid-terms may alre~y have started. By next week, they'll
be at fuli steam. If you don't want to end
up topsy-turvy, now is the time to start
figuring out how many chapters you'll
need to read each week to finish that 800
page ~ok before, the end of the quarter.

Starting · this week, THE
OTHER VOICE will be open to
any student on campus who is
interested in ideas, particularly ideas he feels The Oracle
omits or that he disagrees with
fhe Oracle oh. The Oracle will
be askin,g people they would
like to hear from to write, but
anyone else with ideas · is invited to submit it to ,us.
. li'EfM.l!t\l?¼M4Wi@% & XJ£P,4ii&J..J.&Ji:m~

a

BUCHER, DURING THE first
day of the inquiry, tried to explairl
his examiners the how's and
to
All the above narp.ed manifestations
they wanted to know, but as
why's
outis
itself
sex
fostered;
are
of sex
lawed. As a result, we are, more and it turned out, not in terms that the
more, a nation of Elinor Rigbys, press- Navy liked.
ing lidless eyes on frosted glass, our win- .
Bucher described his ship as iii•
dowshopping view of life.
adequate - it contained a poor,
It would be nice and novel and saving
steering device and was not
if there were a place where all the lonely
equipped with devices which would
people could go, without shame, t.o stop have enabled him to destroy cer•
being lonely. Perhaps Plant Park down- tain classified mater.ial which
town where·the old men sit alone feeding should not be allowed to fall into
the pigeons, are playing checkers and pithe hands of the North Koreans.
nochle.
America· is a lonely land if it is anywhere approximately like Tampa and
there is no r 7ason to suspect that ls not.
There is an essential alonellness to being
human, that is more lonelier alone.
And if you don't believe ·it, go to the
lobby of the university library any night
except Saturday, when it is closed.

plaining. But that is not the name of the
Game or the way of it. It is more complicated than that, and in the way of sublimation, unsatisfying.
Foe.some _. i.f not most of the girls the evening can be made simply by deflating the painfully vulnerable egos of a
few of the male players.
Sex, . pure, _warm and unassuming
January 29, 1969
would be an anticlimax in the Mating
NO. 23
VOL.3
Game. And I doubt fhe boy-men, with ·
their pencil holders and monogrammed
ACP ALL-AMERlCAN 1967, i968
egos would know what to make of it if it
PACEMAKER AWAJU) 1967
ANPA
miraculously did happen. That one girl
Publllhld •very .Y!ldnuday In !hi school Yllr
choosing:him from out of the masses.
by the University of-South Florllla ,202 Fowler AVI,,
Tampa, Fla., 33620. Second class poslag• paid at
But I rather think he - the American Tampa,
Fla., 33601, uniler Act of Mar. 3, 1879. Printed BY Thi Times Pupll1hin9 Conip.ny, .St. Peters- .
male - would want to call it love.
Now love is not a bad thing in and of burg,
itself, but when - . like most things .Circulation Rates
gotten ahold of by people, it. becomes Single copy (non-students) - · ·- · · -· . _______ 10C
odious to the extreme. And when a man Mall subscriptions ------------------ --, - $4 School yr.
Oracle 11 written and edited by 1tud1nt1 at
needs a word to live, the word is doing theTheUniversity
of South Florjda. E~ltorlit views
herein are not necHSllrlly thoH of the USF 1dlnlnthe living, not the man.
·
·
In our society, we allow - no, encour- istration.
Offict$1 University center 222, phone ri•413!/
age all manifestations of sex, but ban,
Publisher and General Manager, e)Cf. 6111 News, ext.
Advertising, ext. 620. Deadlines: - gener-t ne~s
shun, disallow, scorn and revile -the orig- 619;
and ads, Wednesday for following Wednesday; letters
•inal. America fosters bars, nudie movie to editor, s p.m., Thursday; classified, 2 p,r'n., Fri•
. ·
•
theatres, nude magazines, and the like, day.
r --· ' - · ---· - · -· ·------····-··--·· MlrlO G.r~la
possibly because they are profitable. It Edito
------· · -·-·---C•nni1 HalDIIY .
Editor
Managing
· --- · . . ·--· .•... .• . •.. Polly Weaver
Editorial Chief
is more difficult to tax the reality, but Make-up
... . . . .... _.. .. .•..• . . Oscar Roa
Editor
Assistant Make-up Editor • ·-"--··-· ___ Gary Frantz
.
who knows?
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . __ •• . .•• BIii Bradford
News Editor
In America we have an axiom : "All
. ·---- · ·--· · -- . .. . . . .. Joh~ Joll_nsi!}'
Sports Editor
Editor . . . . ...·. . ... . _______ Maxine Kamin
Arts
Fine
that the traffic will bear." So why not
Features Editor -----· -··-·-· ----- John Guggenheim
. ·· -··· ·-· ·-· .Philip Rui'lneitl
Entertainment Editor
tax sex? Then maybe it would be legal- Advertising
....... . . . . ---· · -- .. Pat HIii
M1n191r
ized. Maybe then Americans could be
General Manager . ·-- --· -----· . Pl'OI. Wllltr Grlscll
partially purged of their tendency Publisher .. . '.. .. .... . .. . Dr. ArlhUr M. llndtrson
toward psychological suicide through
justifiable guilt; premeditated shame.

€>RA .CLE

B UC HE R HAD ;requested
that-such material be ma.de avail•
able for · his ship in order that
classified documents be. protected~
but these requests were· not an•
swered. ·
. The admirals who sit · on the
Board of lnquiry answered ·this·
charge to the Navy with the obvious questions. These questions
tried to assert that Bucher himself
was the only one responsible for
his ship. This is the centuries-old
Naval law, that the captain .and
only the captain is responsibie for,
the actions of his ship.

TO MANY NAVAL experts the
inquiry of the USS Pueblo incident
.i s necessary and proper under.
United States Naval Code. Howev•
er, if this is the Navy-way then it
shotild be either modified or m_ade
to look less like the tortuous and
grueling inquisiton which it ap.
·
pears to be.
With the obvious facts present•
ed to us, a United States· spy-ship
was captured illegally and under
force iri. international waters off
the . North Korean Republic. If
these are indeed the correct facts
then the Navy should not allow one
of its men to be dragged through a
humiliating inquiry which could
only prove to the rest of the world
that these facts which we assert
are a matter of opinion and . that
the real facts may lie with the
North Koreans who have our,
signed confession.
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Playing Its Last Ga me, S·RG Is Dead
/

THE CROWD OF 107 delegates were roaming the floor,
making the{r final deals,
Amidst the congratulati~ns. when Chairman Ken Rubin
,_. of.candidates and ·t he praising called the meeting to order.
·::•'of past efforts, t_he political Some deals, SRG delegates
· ·· party at USF has died.
would only nominate seven
Jan. 19, at the nomination out .of a possible eight Senate
convention of Students for a positions and this after railResponsible Government,. it roading through the Steve Anwas proven that at USF, polit- derson-Chuck Tobin Presiical parties would, not solve dent-Vice President machine.
the problems of University
Next the platform would be
read. ·
students.
· F•i rst off, participation _was
Scott Barnett, p~sident of
low, ·and worst.yet, the apathy · Student · Government (SG),
=- of those present was all the
came in to latid recent acievemore confusing.
I inents of SG and spur the .
WITH THE DECORUM of a: party to action. It was with ·
, . non-make believe convention his introduction the conven: ,,and frivolity of a ladies club . tion first played the convensocial, only seven Greek organ-. tion make-believe g a m e s.
izations out of Zl on campus Standing orations were to be
·b6thered to pledge their melT!; · the order of the day. · . "
·
So Barnett charges his
. hers.
. The independent delegation, · party, the P arty he almost de- .
' · smallest with only four .dele- ·. nounced after the sweeping\,
.gate.· votes,. got three indepe_n~ • win of fall Representative
dents nominated for Senate elections by the Campus Coa. positions.
lition. His party had not done
•· Enough of this, now for the the things he hoped it would.
. punch-by-punch ~etails.
He urges them to "get quailBy RAY ZOGORSKI
Asst. Make-up Editor

fied people to run for SG offices"· and also to develop a
"responsible militancy to attach responsibly the issues affecting the campus."
•
·
BARNETT SAID the party
had failed in "not using its
machinery to get the people it
needt d and then to back up
th e elected people." He failed
to mention his dissatisfaction
early this year with the failure of SRG to politically motivate students on campus.
But he filled his charges instead with,: "The Presidency
will' not be unopposed. You
will have to campaign. · Let
students know the platform.
Many of you will be very tired
but this is where the work begins. You can't leave your
students after they are in office."
Barnett showed no signs of ,
his .prior disappointment when
he said: "L know we are going to win. The party is good,
it .is the most effective longrange apparatus for developing a ·responsible SG.';

"I seriously doubt
SRG will he able
function next year."

to

AND THEN FOR old time
sake there was a speech by
"Mr. Student Government,"
Frank Caldwell, a former SG
Senator who b e'l a b o r e d
through the reasons why 18year-olds should .be allowed to
vote, an argument heard
many times.
Now for the presidential
balloting, and you could hear
the train coming doy.,n the
tracks.• Sigma Nu, and brother Steve Anderson,' asked to
be put at the end of the roll .
The independent delegation
yielded to Lambda Chi Alpha,
Roger Coe nominating Ander- ·
son.
Coe praised Anderson's efforts. He said his election
would mean not the advocat-

ing of burning build~gs or at
the other extreme making SG
running a sandbox-variety SG,
but to start an era of "creative Student Government.'' He
promised no anarchy, nor surrender.

Chuck Tonkin for the independent delegation. He was
praised for his efforts to lower
fines and fees and for· his attempt last quarter with teacher evaluation ..

BARNETT WAS FORCED to
· speak again, elaborating the·
details of Anderson's merits
(just in ·case we didn't catch
· them,) And Pete Atkinson, -on
behalf of the brothers of
Sigma Nu declared Steve's
nomination .be by acclamation.
Anderson took the podium,
reiterated again the things
he has done or tried to do,
promising more concrete benefits to students (quarter system revisions and parking)
but not at the expense of neglecting o t h e r ' important ·
areas (Student Bill of Rights).
quote by
He closed with
John · Kennedy (which he
probably borrowed q_lso) "let
us continue'. "
'
Now Engine
Number 2.
Frank · Winkles nominated

a

IT WAS A DELIGHT to
h e a r Tonkin's acceptance
speech. 'He, you might . say,
·To MAKE A long story
It will take more than selfgot down to the nitty gritty.
First off, he admitted freely, short, the delegates apathy praise and hand shaking to
"This has been planned for for the Party evidenced itself keep SRG alive.
over a year. Steve and I have ·
worked together." So there it
was, Richard Nixon couldn't
have done a better job himFlowers for all Occasions
self.
Tonkin's most pungent comCan send Flowers anywhere: ·
ments were directed towards
in the World for You.
the SG legislature, composed
Open 7 Days a .\Veek
of; • according to Tonkin, .
"those who cqme occasional- ·
7:30 to 6:00
ly, usually abstaining in the
' 3805 E. La,ke Ave.
voting, those who are always
worried about bylaws'. manag- ·
T·a.mpa,,Florida
·-"''""'"""'""""'"""='"'
··
ing to keep busy, but usually
P·hone 626-6717
not doing anything, those who

Jflack' s 'Jlowers

LETTERS TO ·TME , EDlT01R .

HOT FINGERS!

Wunderlich Questions SG Bill
DEAR' EDITOR:
you will be. voting on the mat-.
The proposed Bill of Student . · ter shortly.
·Members of the University
: Rights under review 1:Jy the
Legislature of Student Gov- community, including faculty,
, ernment merits the most ser- students and. staff, ·are con- ,
ious consideration of all mem- cerned also, since the freebers of the student body since · dom and rights of one group .
are good, so lo!Ji as ,they do "
. not deprive others of their
.
freedoms and rights:
Furthermore, the University

is established as an agency of.
the state governed by statutes
and Board of Regents policies
which determine purposes and
operating procedures. The University is not a free, voluntary association. ·
The proposed Bill of Student
Rights is an exciting document and promising; but it
should have a few modifica-

DEAR EDITOR:
For example, .the very first
: I wan't to commend the ef- , statement reads that "Stuforts of students to . define dents, and only students, shall
have the responsibility of de.more precisely the nature of terminlng, explicating and
student right$ an<l responsibilM . p k t .
ities. The statement pre_s_ented adjudicating all rules, regula- neo're~·tak'2r e -size
, . to the Student Government last tv.h:ons a1•3,~d policies to "bwlhifoh
. , •• . . wee~ is a", helpft.,t! f irst steJ?, .. . ey . ~ne are respo~~1... e o~
" · Phone 876~4483 " .
·but IS so lppjely 9I"ilc'i".Yv~aU,h ,:.:eg~~ator ~ adher~nce.
-KOROL OFFICE
.could! desn:-9y th~ -yeey .:.l.'ig4ts '; -- l)oes ' this mean that stuEQUIPMEN.T
· that most ~tudents are in the. , . dents may readily change
~=1=5=0=S=·=D=A=l=E=M==A=B=R=Y====!..!.....:::lI.::ni:.:.v..:::er:.:s.:.:it::..y..:.to:::...:::en:.:::j:::oy::.:·____ graduation requirements, requiring, for example, only a D
1·
average for graduation?
.,,
Would students have sole res•
p<;1nsibility for determining
' prerequisites, course requirements, registration regulations, etc.?
If so, our University degree
could · become the laughing
· stock of the nation and no
· self-resjjecting student or- professor would care to work
here. Standards may be ·unpa(
latable to some, but they are
essential to a university's de. gree and program.
I am puzzled also by the
sta:temenf in Point 5 · that
"Students shall have the right
to review their personal records and fo challenge state- ·
ments contained therein."
..•········-~
. Does this apply to health re:
cords and those in counseling
service which are traditionally confidential and inviolate?
Does it apply to letters of recommendation written by a
0 U
~~
. ,
professor to .a prospective stu"'
'
dent employer?
If
so,
·
all
such
statements
.
will ·become innocuous and
heavily discounted by the em"'
~a
.§'b'g" ~-c:,
.
ployers, thus destroying the
O
U
, very right to aid in employ"'°ot,o...
.
•
ment which the student sure~.......
.

ss500 .

he right to determine its

ly wants to preserve.
Any such statement of
rights should be carefully
drafted and conscientiously
observed. Students should ex-,
amine each section carefully
to rriake sure that it does
more good than harm to their
· basic iuteresq;.
.
RUSSELt M. COOPER
DEAN, COLLEGE
OF LIBERAL AR'.1'S
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RCA
On Campu,s
Interviews
, for Ehgjneering
Rotational Programs or
·Direct Ass-igr,,ments
r

.

February. 11

·' BS and MS candidates i~ Engineering

-

'

can talk to RCA, on campus, about our

1

''

CHANGE TRACKS .TODAY!

/

FRE·E.
-SOAPto
USF
~tudents

Tues.-Wed.-Thurs.
I
.
At

-SPECIAt
4115 HENDERSON

...

With This Ad!

ILVD.

New· Double Beatie

TAPE TOWN

,

411·5 H~nderson Blvd.
Phone 872-8444

Engineering Rotational Programs,
.. · Manufacturing Management Development
· Program

\

KOINKLEEN
LAUNDROMAT
TEMPLE TER~ACE
SHOPPING ·'
, (ENTER
OPEN 5:30 A.M••
'10:30 P.M.

at Direct Assignments in .the area

of yo~r ~kills. OpenLngs are in Research,
l
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ABOUT THAT
OLD CAR OF YOURS?
SEE THE

.

Engineering, Purchasing, or Materials
;,

Ma,nagement. See your placement officer
to arrange an interview with the RCA
. '
Representative. Or wrife to RCA College

1
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Relations, Bu'ilding 205-1, (?herry Hill,
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SNOOK

New Jersey 0~101.
We Are An Equal Opportunity Emp(oyer
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your t,ransportation problems.Mustang • Falcon - Cobra•
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I
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Bill Currie Ford
3401 Florida Ave.
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·Reached .the end of the line on· auto tape
>buying? TAP.E TOWN'S the probl,m solver.
We . have the most complete stock of tapes
. cind auto units in the Bay Area~
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this process be exclusively in
t he hands of students?

: ::i;il;>>irJ.~'E:/i"

=CJ .

THE

~~:: 1~!: ,: I
fi~l~t~~~

CHAN·GE TRICKS
TO
TAPE TOWN
}i")';

WE'VE GOT

tions to meet the ~unanswered Bill but the document merits , ·
questions.
reworking. For example, -w hat
Should a university turn all would happen to the system of
policy making over to stu- making recommendations for
dents when students alone are placement and the professionresponsible for adherence? al records of .psy_chiatrists,
Registration fees? Health Re- psychologists, · doctors and
gulations? Grading? Curricu- . counselors under the procela? Housil\g Regula:tio.ns?
dures of privileged /4::ommuniThere are many fine accep- cation ?
.
table positions in the proposed

Bil.I. Needs Work··

only talk a lot, and the small in the nomination of ·senators.
minority that gets thidgs
It wasn't bad enough that
done.''
nobody came to the conven•
He then appealed to the par- tion, those who came didn't
ty's long-forgotten function of have enough candidates. Only
dealing with studeht apathy. seven of the eight Senate
His last thoughts didn't have seats received nomination, all
time to settle before another receiving the party's accep. tance.
standing ovation erupted.

. I

BERRY, · LEWKOWICZ SET RECORDS IN 66-34 WIN -

·usF·Shows
By JOHN JOLINSKI _
Sports Editol.-

Sigma Nu
Crushes TEP

I

.

I I

'Sigma Nu ·fraternity, ·show- League, were never_really in
ing the rest of• the Gold Fra- the game as they were forced
ternity Division that they are to take the long jump shots
the team to contend with, agai·nst the taller Nu's. '
• * •
crushed Tau Epsilon Phi 84-28
Pl KAPPA ALPHA, showih a basketball game held last
ing the same power that alThursday afternoon..
Sigma Nu, riding the 35 lowed them to go undefeated
point performance of Les Par- last year, rolled over TKE 44ker, who recently signed a 18. '
The PE Majors, defending·
professional baseball contract
with the San Diego Padres, champions in the Independent.
were -never threatened and League, defeated last year's
easily outclassed the smaller runner-up Beavers, 52-35 in
ot)ler top action.
'..['ep team.
Zeta Beta Tau fraternity,
, USING ITS HEIGHT to
. with a late half surge, edged
devasa
and
advantage
good
Theta Chi 43-32.
tating fast-break led by Gary
THERE WERE several forl3r'own, Parker, Pat Sheffield,
~d Mickey Sheffield, lead~ feits on the circuit that ocfrom · the onset of the game cured, strange as it may
an~ pulled to an . incredible sourid involving two d"cirm
. ,.·teams and two independent ·
45-15 halftime lead.
The Teps, playing with per- teams. Eta II defeated Theta,
haps the shortest team in . the and the Luvers, representing
the independents lost when
one · or their officials didn't
show. up to officiate another
game.

Taste ·
that:
beats ·
the

others
.cold! -

Other scores:

Jr. PEM 1, Luvers o (forfeit)
BTW 54, B2E 21

B2W 31, B3E 30
Fontana 3 Gold 66, Fontana 3 Red 51
Iota 43, Etal -28
LXA 28, OTO 14
A4W 47, AlE-W No. 1 35
•
A3E 40, A2W 34
A4E"54, A2E 28
BlE 44, BGE-W 34
·PEM 52, &•avers 35

Eta 21, 'Theta o (forfe,11)

J:EE i48
:f; t:; Theta·
Chi 32

ZBT 43,
Sigma Nu 84, TEP 28

Golf Team ·
To Be Chosen
This Weekend
~

Honest-to- ,.
Pepsi taste·!

PEPSI•:·
COLA
I

llck up an utra carton iol,jl

Before· the swimming season started, Coach Bob Grindey felt t\Jat with a little hard
work and determination his
squad could be just as good as
· any around.
Although the Brahmans got
off to a \ slow . start, losing
three of the first four meets,
the team has been working
harder, than ever the past two
-weeks. As a result - two
straight convincing wins. ,
THE LATEST ca s u a 1 t y
to be victimized by the Brahmans' potent. swimming attack was the Miami-Dade Falcons last Saturday afternoon
at the Natatorium. The victory, the second in a row for
South Florida, boosts the
Braihman mark to 3-4.
Sou.t h Florida, behind . re-

Power; Beats Dade

cord-breaking performances
o( Mike Berry and Joe
Lewkcowicz, crushed the Falcons 66-34 before a small
home crowds.
Berry broke his own 1000
yard freestyle time of 10:54.6,
which he set two weeks ago
against the University of
Miami, with an incredibly fast
pace of 10 :49.6. The freshman
swimming star from Coral
Gables also tied another pool
record in the 500 yard freestyle with a time of 5:16• .--

JOE LE\VKOWICZ
. . . new butterfly mark

MIKE BERRY
USF'S OTHER r e c o r d. . two records
.
smashing time . came when
Lewkowicz· swam a time of
2:04.7 in the 200 yard butter- work and drive we can have a
fly, breaking · the __ mark of winning season. · I couldn't
2:05.1 set by Terry Brazel last have . asked for a better performance. The entire team
year.
Grindey had nothing but swam real · well, actually betpraise for his squad. "We ter than I expected," Grindey
know that with a little extra ·said.

"The hard_ work is finally
paying off," Grindey added,
"but I think that ·as the season progresses we'll be bet·
ter." ·
THE SOUTH F l o r i d a
squad will host East Ciirolina
University Feb. 14 at 2 p.m.
Grindey's tankers will have ·
two weeks to prepare for the
meet.
Grindey feels that East
Carolina can make the difference between· a winning and a
losing season. "They have a
real tough team and I'm sure
they'll be anxious for a win,"
he said.
In the meet against MiamiDade, USF showed fine overall t eam strength. The Brahmans wone nine of 11 events

USF Netters Top FSU
m~Jch of the morning with a
close 8-6 and 6-2 win.
USF will have an open date
this weekend, but will host the
rugged Rollins Tars Feb. 15,
at 10 a.m. in a revengeminded contest.
The match against Rollins
will mean a lot to Miss
Young's netters since they
were the only team to defeat
the Brahmans twice last year
and mar an otherwise successful 8-2 year.
Miss Young feels that the
1969 state champions could
very well be decided by this
match.

By DON CRANK
Correspondent

The University of South
Florida women's tennis team
started off on the right note
with an impressive 9-0 thrash•
ing of Floritla State last Sat•
urday morning on a cold
drizzly day.
The cold weather of Tallahassee had little bearing on ,
Miss 'Young's netters as they
constantly pourM · the heat on
-against the Seminoles to gain
their ' first win of the '69 season. The Brahmans beat FSU
, twjce last year.

KRIS KOUTRAS, the number ohe-seeded · Brahman, got
the squad rolling with a sweep
over Ann Rober.ts, 6-0, 6-4,
·
a fter a shaky start.
Tish Adams, playing backup
to Koutras, edged FSU's
Kathy Pressly 6-4 and• 6-3 in
the closest competition of the
morning.
USF's Elesa Nelson had little trouble in downing the
Seminoles , Trish Baisden 6-3
and 6-1.

JOANNE YOUNG
••• good start

~::~~~e !i~~~riis~onents

with

~~ir~:;=

wohl in the 200 yard freestyle
with a time of 1 :54.2.
Keene and Kelly swept into
a 1-2 fin ish in the 50 free as
did Lewkowicz and Brazel in
the 200 butterfly. Keene- also
won the 100 free, outdistancing teammate Naffziger with
a clocking of 5.9.
KELLY, WHO HAD a busy
day himself swimming in
t h r e e events, won the 200
yard breaststroke.
Rico Maschino and Bob Pfaff
added another 1-2 sweep in
the one meter diving when
Maschino won the event with
a score of 225.5 points.

Our Shakes a
GREAT! THICK

Smooth, Delicious.

.,,,,..: --.:;· .'-:;-.._"'°T.:.~

I

FLORIDA STATE could
!F:~~"i'
fare no better in the double
matches as well, as USF took
all three games with strong
+~~~>/;:;..,~~- (USF) over Judy Moore
performances.
USF's Toni Kramer and CFSUl 6-2, 6-2.
an d Nelson (USF) over Pressly
Gwenda Adams showed fine
and Baisden CFSUl 6-2, 6-4.
•
• •
T ish and Jacquie Adams CUSFJ over
m
teamwork and prec1s1on
downing Sharon Karoba and ' Roberts and Moore ( FSU l 8-6, 6•2.
Kramer and Gwenda Adams (USF) over
Sue Peckman 6-1 and 6-0. This Karaba and · Peckham (FSUJ 6-1, 6-0.
was the first time that Toni
and Gwenda played._ in a doubles' match together.
The combo of Miss Koutras
and Miss Nelson also. proved •
1 dev<1stating as they took their
match quite handily 6-2 and. .r , ,., ·•
6-4.

After 72 holes of golf, 10 golfers remained in contention
from a field of 30 for the eight
varsity positions on the USF
· golf team. The rest were cut
on the basis of the four elimination rounds.
Bob McKenty, returning let- - TONI K R A M E R, new
terman, Gil Happel, Tom ., player to the Brahmaq roster
Robertson; . Bill Dykeman, this season, showed find
Carl Pearce, Jed Johnson, overall strength in defeating
Warren Wilhite, '.Gary Wintz, . J udy Moore 6-2 and 6-2.
Sisters Gwenda and Jacquie
Ron Furguson, and Joe Mericka remained in contention Adams made it a clean sweep · TISH AND JACQUIE
in the singles competiµon, · de.: : teamed up to take the final
for the eight posts.

RESUL.TS
USF
400 yard medley relay (McNaughton, Kelly, Brazel, Naffziger>
3:47.6
1000 yard freestyle - Berry (USFl,
Lewkowicz (USFl, Lanniwart (M D)
10:49.6 (new USF and pool record)
200 yard freestyle - Binnie (USF),
Artwohl (M D) 1 :54.2
so yard freestyle - Kenne (USF),
Kelly, (USF), Wunter (MD) 2:11.7
200' Individua l medley - May (MD),
Stelle r (U SF), Danker (M D) 2:11.7
One meter diVlng - Maschino (USFl,
.
Pfaff (USFl 225.5
Lewkowicz
· 200 ya rd butterfly (USFl, Brazel (USF ), Figuera (MD)
2:04.7 (new USF and pool -record)
100 yard freestyle - Kenne , (USFJ,
Naffziger (USF), May (M D) 51.9
200 yard backstroke - Mewha (NY!>),
Dela Rosa (USFJ, Ursillo (MD ), 2:22,3
500 yeard freestyle - Berry. (US F ),
Lanniwart (MD), Artwohl (M D) 5:16
( new USF record)
200 yeard breastroke - Kelly (USF),
Hunter CMDl, Drennan (MO) 2:21 .9
400 yard freesty le relay Miami- Dade
(Figuera , May Lanniwart, Artwohl)
. '
3:37. 2

'Valentine's [>iay
Massacre' Set

~ i~ ul~d!~~'·tusFJ over Kat hy Pressly
(FSU) 6-4, 6-3.
nd
~.,w'/~t1lt-~~:.1~USFl over Li a Kara•
1
3, ci:_FJ pver Dianne Pee•
Chris Koutras (USFl over Ann Roberts
4
:!i;s~l ~is;, • cuSF l over Trish Baisden

t~~~

and . even entered several
swimmers to compete in exhibition races.
USF HAD TWO swimmers
who won double events. Berry
won both the 1000 and 500
yard freestyle races, while
teammate Dave Keene won
both the 50 and 100 yard
freestyle events.
The Falcons got a look at
the Brahman· power when the
South Florida squad won the
400 yard medley relay with a ·
time of 3:47.6. The team of •
Mike McNaughton, Btll Kelly,
Brazel, and Dave Naffziger
handidly beat Dade by better
than 30 seconds.
Dave Binnie easily defeated
Falcon captain Craigh Art-

.,..
.

~-~

Next Sunday, Feb. 9 · the
USF S p o r t s Car Club
(USFSCC) will p r e s e n t
Time - Speed - Distance·· ·
'(TSD) rallye. The rallye is entitled "The St. Valentines Day
Massacre" and is sponsored
by the English Ford Rallye
I
Team.
· The rallye will be a simple
TSD of less than 125 miles.
Rgistration will be a t noon
in the FAH parking lot. If you
USFSCC's fun
have enJ·oyed
.
rallyes m the past, come a nd
TSD
t
··
ry a

.; ~"

\(

·~
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PARTS,INC.

WE CARRY A HUGE SELECTION
OF FOREIGN AUTOMOBILE PARTj
AND ACCESSORIES

4218 N~ FLA. AVE.

·Markets nobody,:
else.knewwere there·
made Mustang and Thunderbird
a success.
I

Help wanted:·

Does the growing
., -yolJth·lflarket pffer
a new potenhal.?
Situatwn: By 1972, 46% of the U.S~ populati<m wi[1 be
under the age of.25. lf this is a new market witk
substantial poten_tial, should we b~se our product
cuncept 'On economy or performance characteristics 1
Comitler(ltion: The under 25 market•poses some interesti.ng
opportunities. For one, today 142% more young
peofle work toward advanced coUege degrees ~n
did tlie youth market of 10 years ago. 1;/wt would
· seem to·indicate a need for .o. new·car ba~ed on
economy of purchase·and operation. · .
But, market a.fftuence and the increasing number of
\multiple car households could indu;ate that a . new vehicle should be developed around higk st.,le
and high performance.
Need the facf.s and your llnalysi$ tJj this ,
assignment for .a meeting witk mp.nagement
ne:ct month. ·Thanks:

,.

Send,Her/Him the Message
You Never Dared to Say!
(NO PORJfOGRAPHY!)

.

·s ENDAVALOGRAM ! ,

soc

r.

J

for3 lines

Published February 12

AONCE IN A LIFOIME CHANCE
I

Want to WO{k en a challenging assignment like thisi

A new member of the marketing team at Ford Motor
Company does. Today his job may involve probing for
new markets; Tl)mori"ow it might be discovering a new
.
basis for segmented marketing.
To help solve problems like these, our people have a
atant network of computers at their service. <;:omplete
research facilities. The fu'nds they need to do the job right.
If you have better ideas to contribute, and you're lookIng for challenging assignments and tbe rewards that
come fr.pm solving them1 come work fo_r the B.etter Jdeci

FOR LOVERS AND ••• (You Name it!)

company. See our representative when ·he visits your
campus. Or send d resu111e to Ford . Motor Company,
College Recruiting Department. The American Road,

\

Dearborn,Mic:higcin 48121.An equal opportunity employer.·

·,

Oracle Classifieds
CTR. 222 - No Phone Orders

USF TQ Get Centrex
Also, Centrex Charge$
Quarter II I (Training Period starting
Monday, Marci> 24). For furth er ln!ormatlon visit or phone the Co-op Office,
ENG 37, phone 988-4131, ext. 171.
New assignments available f9r ma•
fors in all colleges, especially good OPportunlties for mafors in chemistry, en-

Bulletin Board Notices should be sent
" Director, Campµs Publications,
CTR 226" (ext. 618) rio later than nocn
Wednesday for publlcatlorr the next
Wednesday.
to

Send news items d irect to "Editor,

The o racle, CTR 222 (ext. 619)."

ginee r ing, accounting.

All students invited to attend Career
Planning Sessions held each Wednesday. Sign up in advance at Co-op Office, ENG 37, or come to ENG 37 ~• 2
p.m. on Wednesday for room ass,gnm!~ong other opening now listed ·are
the following:
college of Business Administration_

Official Notices

Important dates;
Drop Deadline without Penalty: Jan.
,31.
Withdrawal without Pe natty Deadline:
Feb. 20.
University Directories are available

at Information Desk at University Center.

Campus Date Book
T imes

and

places

of

organizations

meeting regularly are posted on the
University Center lobby bulletin boards.
TODAY
Personnel Services, B a.m., UC 20q.
Travelers Insurance Interview, 8:3D
a.m., UC 215.
Wage and Hour Workshop, 9 a.m.,
UC 251.
Personnel Services Safety Course, 9
· a.m., UC 248.
Recreation and Intercom Comm., 2

Accounting: Canning, · Wells & Salzer,

st. Petersburg, Fla.; Central Intelligence Agency, Washington, D.C.; Defense Personnel Suppart Center, Philadelphia, Pa,; Florlda Power Corpora-

tion, St. Petersburg, Fla.; Honeywell,
St. Petersburg, Fla.; Internal Revenue
Service,

Jacksonville,

Tampa,

and

Washington, D.C.; Internationa l Business Machines (I BM}, HuntsY;ille, Ala.;
International Minerals & Chemical corporation, Bertow, Fla. ; M. A. Montenegro & Company, C.P.A.'s, Tampa, Fla.;

Marfin-Marietta Coropration, Orlando,
Fla.; NASA-Kennedy Space Center, Cape
Kennedy, Fla.; NASA-Marshall Space
Flight Center, Huntsville, Ala,; Navy
Mine

E;:~~~=~~~:g,

Amer. Petroleum: Geophysicists (Geology, Physics, Math, EE .} Sta.le Farm
llts. Co: Acttg, claim rep, s·a1es (Acctg,

Bus Ad, Lib. Arts, Math, Econ., Law.
, FEBRUARY4
Aetna life & Casually: Bond, casµally or clain, rep, engrs, underwriters
all fields, Engr, Bus Ad. Dept Of
Navy-Adm. Office: Profect engr, odm,
computer specialist, progr.am mg!
(Engr, English, Pol Sci, Psych History,

The chfnge will mean that
University
phone
numbers
will have seven digits instead
of the present three or four
digit e!{tensions. More importantly, it means that an
outside call can be , made
directly , to the Unhiersity
party .without having to relay
it through a .. central . switchboard.

Bus Ad, Acctg, Soc, Finance, Adm) .

Florida Power Corp: Engr-ln-trainlng
(EE, ME). FIN!stona Tire & R' bber
Co: Mktg, mg!, prod. mg!., sales !"gt.
credit & dist, (Mktg. Bus Ad, Mgt; Lib
Arts, Finance}. Montgomery ,Ward:
Merchandising

trainee,

controller

trainee. (Lib Aris, Bus Ad, AcctgJ.
Savannah Elec. & Power co. : Elec
engr (eel, (Will also Interview qualified Juniors tor Summer EmploYnient}.
,Smith, Braley & Johnson (Peat, Marwick Mitchell): Jr. accls (Acclgl.

Centrex will enable an outside party to dial a resident at
any hour of the day or night
and be connected directly to
the resident in his bedroom.

Union Camp Corp: Engr, acct, prod
frainee, sales trainee (aH Engr, Bus,

Lib Arts) .

FEBRUARY 5
Buckeye Cellulose: Res & dev, plant
mgt, engr (Che, ME IE}. Pan American Petrote.um : Geologist; geology.
(Will also interview qualified fun lors,

Defense Laboratorl~, Panama
p.m. , UC 202.
City, Fla.; Potter, Bower, & Company,
PACC, 2 p.m., UC 205.
.
C.P.A.'S,
Orlando, Fla.; Smith, Braley
Geology Club, 2 p.m., CHE 210B.
& Johnson, C.P.A.'s, Tampa, Fla.;
Meet the Departments, 2 p.m., UC . Tornwall,
Lang & Lee; C.P.A.'s, SI. Pe255
tersburg, Fla.; U.S. Arn')Y Missile Com. Marketing Club, 2 p.m., BUS 111. mand,
.
Huntsville,
Ala.; W. O. Daley,
Political Council of USF, :2 p.m., C.P.A!s, Orlando, Fla.
BUS 216.
·
Economics:
General
Services AdminCoffee House, 2 p.m., ENA.
istralion, Washington, D.C.; NASAPolitical Union, 2 p.m., soc 128.
Kennedy
Space
Center,'
Cape Kennedy,
s. G, • Bull Session, 2 p.m., · Crescent
Hill.
~~~~m~~/,vf;~~
a~f
Florida, Pro•'
U. c. Program Council, 6:30 p.m., UC
,Finance: AEtno Surety and Casualty,
158.
Tampa,
Fla.;
First
Federal
Savings &
T,HURSDAY
Association, st. Petersburg, Flo.;
Wage and Hour Workshop, 9 a.m., Loan
First
National
Bonk,
Tompo,
Fis.;
GenUC 251.
services Administration, WashingBIS Luncheon, 1:50 p.m., UC 255-56. era!
ton, c .c .; Marine Bank & Trust Com•
Christian Science, 4:30 p.m., . UC pany,
Tampa, Fla.; Northslde Bank,
205.
Campus Crusade for Christ, 6 p.m., ,ampa, Fla.
Mechanlcat
UC 200.
Air Force
Amateur Radio Club, 6:30 p.m., UC Eastern Test, Range '(2.5), Patrick Air
204.
Force Base, Fla. ; Argonne National
University Song' Fest Technical Re, Labora1ory (" B" Students) Argonne,
hearsal, 7 p.m., Theatre.
Ill. ; Allon Box Board Company, JackStudent Legislature, 7:30 p.m.,UC 252 sonville, ·Fla.; Babcock & WIicox, St.
E&W.'
Petersburg, ' Fla.; Bramlett ManufacturEsperanto Class, 7:30 p.m., UC 201 . lng •Corporation, st. Petersburg, Fla.;
Bergman Film Festival: "Brink of Central, Intelligence Agency, WashingLove," 8 p.m., BSA. .
ton, c.c. and · Virginia; City of HollyFRIDAY .
, wood, Hollywood, Fla.; -continental
Wage and Hour Workshop, . 9 a.m., company, Tampa, Houston, New Can
OrUC 251.
'
leans; Defense Personnel Support CenDean's Secretaries Luncheon, noon,
ter, Philadelphia, Pa.; E. I. duPont de
UC 255-56.
Nemours and Company, Kinston,~ N.C.,
Motorcycle Club, 2 p.m., UC 203.
Senior Class, 2 p.m., UC 252 E&W. Camden, Florence, and Aiken, s.c., and Chattanocga, Tenn. ; Electronic CommuRossian Club, 2 p,m., FAH 226.
Dinner for University song F,st nications, Inc., St. Petersburg, Fla.;
Florida Power Corporation, SI. PetersJudges, 2 p.m., UC 255-56.
burg, Fla.; Florida Power & Light
BIS 7:30 p.m., UC 15&.
U. c., Movie: "War Wagon," 7:30 c ompany, Miami and Sarasota, Fla.
and other locations In Fla., Ford Motor
p.m., BSA.
University Song Fest, 8 p.m., Tliea- Company, Atlanta, Ga. andO Dearborn,
Mich.;
General Cable C m Pan Y,
tre.
Tampa, Fla.; General ' Electric Campa•
.
SATURDAY
·ny,
Cape
Canaveral, Fla.; Goodyear
U.C.P.C. Childrens Party, 10 a.m.,
Tire & Rubber i:ompany, Akron, Ohio
UC 252 E&W.
and
•
Da.nvilie,
Va.; International Busl• ·
B~ l0Lm., OCULW~ 20~ H ~
ness Machines (IBM), Huntsville, Ala.;
Children's Film series: " Dog of Flan•
Lockheed-Georg
ia Company (2.S Sophaders," 1 P-1'!1-, BSA. ·
u.c. Movie: " War Wagon," 7: 30 mores) Marietta, Ga.; Marlin-Marietta
'
Corporation,
Orlando,
Fla.; NASAp.m., BSA.
,
University Spng Fest, 8 p.m., Thea- Godda rd Space Flight Center (2.5l,
Greenbelt,
Md.;
NASA-Kennedy
Space
tre.
center, Ca pe Kennedy, Fla.; NASABand Dance, 9 p.m., UC 248.
Manned Spacecraft Center, , Houston,
·Tex.;
NASA-Wallops
Statlon, Watl~ps
u.c. Movie:su,~,z:r y Wagon," ' 7:30
Island, va.; Naval Alf Rework Facility,
,p.m., BSA.
Jacksonville, Fla.; Naval Ordnance StaMONDAY
Army ,Recruiting, 8 a.m., UC 223. tion, Indian Head, Md.; Naval Ship Research & Development center, washingTUESDAY
ton, D.C.; Office of Education, WashArmy Recruiting, 8 a.m., UC 223.
s. G. Elections, 8 a.m., UC Lobby . . ington, D.C.; Picatinny Arsenal, Dover,
N.J., Tampa Electric Cmpany, Tampa,
symposium on Asthe_tlcs, 3 p.m., UC Fla.;
Tennessee Eastman, Kinst_on,
158.
Tenn.;
Tennessee Valley Au thority,
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 5
Knoxville, Tenn.; U.S. CoaSI Gua rd,
Washington,
c .c . and other locations;
E~~~~~ii~~?'
u{obI~;:
Meet the Departments, 2 p.m., UC Union carbide CorPOration C"B" Students),
Oak
Ridge,
Tenn.; Worner Rob255-6.
,
ins Air Force Base, Macon, Ga.; WestCoffee House, 2 p.m., ENA.

FT:.uth

A Centre?' telep~one system
l s coming 'to USF "in September, 1969.

seniors and grads for summer employ-

ment).

NASA-Marshall

Space

Flight

Center: Aero~Space tch, phy, sci; engr;
mafh; asfronomy (all engrs, Ms In

math, physics or astronomy}. NASA•_
Kennedy Space Flight center: Engrs
(ME, EE). Tampa Electric co. : engr,
sales, generation che, EE ME}.
FEBRUARY ,
Del Monte Sates Co: Sales (Lib. Arts,
Bus Ad, ail fields). Maas - Bros: Mer-

~~=~::r~~~I (Bsi~e;;d, PJ~~~":~~tg~in:~~~:

Ind Mg!, Finl. Marine Bank & Trust
Co: Mg!. trainee (Bus Adm}. Mead•
Corp: Engr., acctg, sales (Engr, Bus
Ad., Acctg, Mktg. Math, Physics}. New
York Life Ins. co.: Sales mgt. exec.
training program (Bus and Arts). R. J.
Reynolds Tcb. Co: Sales, ·mgt · (Bus,
Mgt) . Winn-Dixie Food Stores, Inc:
Store
mgr. trainee (Bus Adm}.
I
FEBRUARY 7
J. B. Jvev & Co: Exec trainee In confro/, buying, mdsg, sales, personnel (all
fields}. Kurt Salmon Associates: Mgt.,
consurt~nt in prod. engr., mgt lnformalion sys (IE, IM, or MBA-tech. undergrad). liberty Mutual tns. Co.: Adfusters, reps (Lib Arts, Bus Ad). National
Security Agency: Res anal, tech writer,
data sys, translator • linguist (Lil>
Arts). Tenn. Valley Authority: Engrs,
acct., math}. United Parcel Service:
Ind. engr, time & motion studies OE,
Math, ~us, Adm, Acctg).

FEBRUARY 11
communicable Disease center - U.S.
Public Health Service: Program rep
(Lib Arts, Biology, Bus Adm}. Chevron
Chemical Co., Sales trainee (all l lelds,
. Bus Adm). Grand Union: Mgr. trainee
(all fields) . Radio corp. of Amer: Compufer ays, & sales, engr., purchasina

Under the Centrex plan,
each student would be serviced by Centrex, and no one
would have the option to discontinue the service.
·
A

special

billing

number

Sisterhood·Of
AEPhi·Holds
Installation
Twenty-fou r girls were installed January 19, 1969, as
sisters into the Epsilon Psi
chapter of the Alpha Epsilon
Phi Sorority.

joins two other chapters in the
·
state, at the University of
M i:ami.

would pay the University for
the use cf the telephone, all
funds collected by the University would go to General ·Telephone Company.
A two-thirds vote of all eligible r~sident students is
needed to approve the Centre_x syst em, and to add the
$13.00 charge to housing fees
for next September.
Resident students who · will
not be living in USF residence
halls Quarter I , 1969, will not
ibe included in those eligible to
vote.

University Song Fest'
Pane I Selected
Judges from the Tampa
Bay area and Atlanta have
been selected to judge USF
students at the annual University Song Fest.
Judges include Jack Martin
from Atlanta, the top agent
for Bill Lowery Talent Inc.,
and personal manager for
Billy Joe Royal.
• Mark Norris, founder of ,t he
Mark 111 Trio, is the Percussion Instructor and Stage
Band Director · at the University of Tampa. Mrs. Max Kaplan, well known in the world
of music educators, has done
concert wo~k, delivered papers at internationa l confer-

Upon receiving their charter, the USF
_ of sisterhood

(Engr, Science, Bus, Lib Arts, EE,
Mrs. Barbara Brown, nas
ME , IE}. Sears, Roebuck & Co.: Mgr
trainee .- merchandising, credit, data
tional vice president of colleproc., acctg. & catalog order (alt
•
fields) . Texas Instruments: Design, , g1ates, Mrs. Caroline Halpern,
mfg., finance & control, . prod <EE, province · director _and Mrs.
CHE, IE, ME, Chem, Phy., lfld Mg!.,
Metallurgy}.
u.s.
Plywood - Corp.
Harriet Seligsohn, chapter ad(Champion Pa·pers tnc}: Sales trainea
·
• ·
·
th ·
(Bus, Mktg, Forestry, coristr). wool- Visor participated
m e .mworth & Co.: Reta_il mgt · (ail fields).
stallation.
FEBRUARY 12
Members of the U niversity's
Anheuser-Busch, tnc :, Mech, ·erec &
chem engrs CME, EE, CHEl. Upjohn
administrat ion and presidents
to.: Sales, mktg, mgt (Bus
Mgt). of G r e·ek organi"za
··t,·ons were
W. o. Daley & Co: Jrl AcctsAd,(Acctg}.
F.B.t., Special agents (Chem, Phy, Bio,
invited to a reception in the
Acclg, Mlnerology Metallurg, .For. Languagel.
President's dining room SunFEBRUARY 13
d
ft
Th
• t 11
Atlantic Refining· Co: · Marketing
ay a ernoon.
e lnS a a.
trainees, field soles (any non-technical · tion festivities where topped
degree). Burdines: , Trainees In Mdsg, .
operations, control & sales (Mgt, Mktg,
off by dinner at The Embers
Econ, Acctg, Advertising). Chubb & Son
Inc: Underwriter trainees (Lib Arts & Restaurant. · Vice President
Bus}. cet Monte sates co: Sa les (Lib Hubert Wunderlich was guest
inghouse, Tanipa, •Fla.
Sympos;um on Asthetics, 3 p.m., UC
Ar ts, Bus Ad, all fields[ U.S. GeOlogi· ·
.
158.
•
cat Survey: Agric, civil, hydr, engrs
S!!eaker.
t
~c(Engr,
Chem,
-ftydrology•
}.
Wishlngton
Alpha
Epsilon
,
Phi Wa!i f
-G _ • ~ ~ :-.......--- :- : : , . ~
.-~Nat'I , ins. Co: Group -Reps - sates 8t
,
The tolloyt\llg organlzafions will be !n• service (Lib Arts, Fin, Bus Ad, econ>.
founded
at
'Barnard
College in
.~.on campus. Check W[lh
· FEBRUARY 14
/.
/ TODAY, Jan. 29
, terviewlng
Placement
,
ADM
277,
ext.
2895,
for
,nAurora· Public Schools: Elem & sec:
Career Planning Conference for stusince that time more
locations, to _schedule appoint- teachers (Elem Sec & Spec Educ), 19,09,
dents interested in Cooperative Educa- terview
th
30 000 . t
h
d
tion assignments during Quarter 111 and men:s, or for further mtorn:,ation. infor- E. 1_ Dupont: Res & dev, sales & seran
,
n:,ation within brackets indicates mafor vice, proc engr, design, computer ly· w. orn itsSIS ers ave prou •
IV, 2 p.m., ENG. 3.
"Pin of Pearl." '
fields
of
related
study.
(Engr, Chem ., Math) .
WEDNESOAY, Feb. 5
FE_BRUARY 3
,
,
Ford Motor Co.: Mg! sales; fin mgl
Career Planning Conference for stu:
. Army & Air Fore~ ,Exe.hang! (Caro- . (Mkt, Bus Ab., , Econ, &Fin
dents interested In assignments in CoStat Ind
Arel! .S!"'Porll. ·'Tra\nees.-~ Re(all Mrit, Lib· Arts, Resch, Acctg., and
operative Education during Quarter 111 Iona
Engr,.
mgrs, f>,Yv.ers, ac~t., systems aha.,. pro- for sales only) . Newport News Ship,,
and-or IV, 2 p.m., ENG. 3.
•gram, fopd - op. mars (Bus Ad, Engr, building: Research, design devlpt, prod ,
Mktg, Ac~g, •'J>ersonn~l ,Systems}. HIiis- (all ..Engr). Shell co.: Mgt., econ,
borough. Jr. • College. Teachers (with acclg, finance, ind mgt (Acctg,
Fin.,
M.S.l. NASA -• Langley Ruearch: Engr Mgl, Econ), Texaco, Inc: Geological
&
M ore than 150 employers a re current•
& physicists. (Me, Che, ·Aero _Engr,
Individual students, . organigeophysical
assignments,
'
Ind.
sales,
ly seeking US F students for Coopera- Physics}. !)rlho Pharmaceutical: M,ed i- . computer,
programmer trainee (Geolozations, staff and · faculty
J1ve Educati on Training assignment, for cal detail salesman
Call mafors). Pan jjy, Physics, Engr., Math)-.
members interested in setting
Summer Employment
.
The following companies wilt inter- up a chapter to help "Feed
view students for summer employment
the Kids,'' a prpgram dealong with their regular Interviews. Students may , sign up for interviews for 'signed to support
the needs of
summer employment so long as there
are openings available. Students seek- starving children in Biafra,
Ing permanent employment will have
obtain inforn;iation by
preference on schedule.
1
·- Feb. 4, savannah Electrlc & Po\Yer writing to Feed the Kids,
Box
Co., (qualified Jrs in EE to( summer
5402, Grand Central Station,
only}.
.
-Feb. 5, Pan American Petroleum
(Geology Jrs., Sr., and grads for sum- -New York City, N.Y. 10017.
mer employ).
Brochures and other litera-Feb. 14, E. I. duPont, (Engl".,
Chem., Math. Srs. and grads).
ture are available for groups
-Feb. 18, John Hancock Life Insur,
or individuals to organize
(Matti., Acctg., Mkt., Mg!., Data Proc.
· Jrs. and Ss., tor summer employ- loc~l campaigns making peoment}.
ple aware of thE) needs of chil-Feb. 18, Dept. Of Housing and
Urban Development ( Fresh., Sophs.,
dren in "Biafra.
Jrs., and Srs. in CE, Acctg., Bus., Pol.,

.trw.

would be issued to each student requesting long distance
service. A monthly bill would
be sent to the student, or t o his
parents, listing long distance
calls.
The UniversiW would process the monthly charge for
local calls, as -well as installation charges for the initial
connection and for resuming
service after the summer.
·
A $13.00 charge would be
added to the hOusing fee each
quarter to cover Centrex
charges. Although the student

·1

Placement·"Serv1ces

Groups May Help
Biafra Children

Co-op Placement

ERRACE
rJ

cu .;.rate liquors
8448 56th Stre~t
TEMPLE TERRACE
·

CUT llATE LIQUORS

, Next To Pantry Pride

5326 Busch Blvd.

H~y,,
Sweetie!

ences, and serves- on the
board of "Music Educator's
Journal." She is now coordinator of Humanities at St.
Leo College.
Bob Marti_n is an art writer
with the Tampa Times.
Jim Copeland is the Vocal
Director of Chamberlai n High
School.· He is active in the
Tampa Community Theatre
and has recently had the leading male role in "Carousel,"
produced by this company.
Tickets are now available at
the UC Infot mation Desk. The
University Song Fest will be
held in the theatre, Friday
and S~turday, at 8 p .m.

Bill Currie Ford
is loaded with
'69 Mustangs
at'
Value Prices!

DIG LEATHER!

,AU kinds of leather ge,are
Get with the luff leather look.
All items.custo·m made.

THE SANDAL SHOP
306 N. DALE MABRY

ATTENT.ION !
/

.

THIS WEEKS
SPECIAL
I
•
•

8Sa.~'.:'·uc

Ca-op Education
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Florida Avenue

FACULTY·& STAFF

'67 Ma,stang •••.•.•• ••••••••.•..••• · $1698

2-dr. hardtop, light green, V-8, 3 on •floor, rad/heal:,1:w.hite
side walls, wheel covers. ·
·
0

The Prudential Insurance Co. of America now of,fers both the. V·ARIABLE -and the FIXED, TAX--SHELTERED. Annuities~

'so ch'?ysler ~1. .: ........ .. -.._ ........

$79

~door sedan, beige, runs good, )

Dale Mabry-

'68 Chevy-,Chevelle • • • • • • • • • • • .. .. • $1986

look {or ·a
Booklet and
Prospectus in the mail

. 2-Dr. ha.rdtop,. 55396 Super Sport, V-8, 4-speed, bucket
seats, console, rad/heat, red line white ovals, wheel covers.

1

'67 Cougar _••• ~ •• -• ••••• •.•-· •••••••• $19.78

For furt~er lnforfflatton,

Call George W. Barron & Associates
1801 North West Sh9re Blvd,, Tampa 33609

2-Dr., H,a rdtop, ·(XR-7) V-8, Standard 3-speed, rad/heat.,
console, chrome mag. wheels, white ovals, white side walls.

PH. 876-2441

·can

* CURRENTLY PAYING 6% INTEREST

JERRY'S
Pre~Drafl
Weekend
SPECIAL!

Sci., History, Soc., Econ., Fin., Ar ch.,

Urban planning).
-Feb. 19, Honeywell Inc. (Jrs., and
Srs in E·E, IE ).
' .
'
-Feb. 20, Prentice-Hall tnc. (Srs.
and grads as field reps.).
' -Feb, 26,· Fla. State Univ. (Sophs.
and Jrs., ·an areas) . ·
- April 1l Good i;umor all students
and grads for summer employni,ent
only).
·
·

Conti~uing EducatJon

. J .

MEMBER F.D.I.C.
What does'·a che~king

accou-.t iive you? .
I.

I

• j

OPEN ACHECKING ACCOUNT
TODAY

EXCHANGE BANK
'9 385 - 56th St,
988-1112

OF
TEMPLE
·TERRACE

· Program Profectloni · /
Feb. 4-7, I Symposium on Aesthetics,
Tampa Campus (Sulloway).
Feb. , 7-9, USF Library Education Department Staff Meeting, Chinsegut Hill,
(Ronilg}. . '
.
'Feb, ,9-12, FAEDS Board ·cf Directors
Meeting I I, Chinsegut Hill, (Romig>.
Feb; 12, ,CLU Seminar, Tampa Campus (f~llows).
Feb. 1~-1s; American Association ·of
University Professors - Florida , Chapter, Tampa Campus (Fellows}.
.
Feb. 15-16, World' Affairs Council
Meeting, Chinsegut HIii (Romig).
Feb. 17-18, Executive Pla nning for
Tomorrows Banking ·problems, Tampa
(Schier).
Feb. 18-25,: Woman's Perspectiv'a, St.
Petersbur'g campus <Russell l.
Feb. 19-26, Woman's, Perspective,
Tampa Campus (Russell)', .
Feb. 20-27, Woman's' Perspective, Sarasota (Rus~ell). . .
Feb. 21-22, Sight and Sound, Tampa
CF.ellowsl.
Feb'. 24 (week of), Educational Workshop, Punta Gorda (Suj lowayl.
Fe~. 26, Guidance Conference, Tampa
Campus (Sulloway}.
Non-Credit Classes
continuing Through:
Feb. 4, Child Growth and Develop-·
ment, Tampa ' Campus (Sulloway),
Feb. 16, Brazilians English Institute
·e, Tampa Campus (Sulloway).
Feb. 24, Personal Development & Improvement of Leadership Skills, Tampa
Campus (Schier) .
Feb. 27, '-Pri nciples of Computer Pro•
grammlng, Tampa Campus (Schier} .
Feb: 21; Under·standlng Human Behavior in Business and Industry,
Tampa Campus, (Schier).
Mar. 3, Contemporary Moral ·issues,
Tampa Campus (Sulloway).
Mar. 18, Navigation, Tampa Campus,
(Sulloway).
Mar. 18, Speed Reading Developmenf,
Tampa Campus (Sulloway}.
Mar. 20, Conversational 'Spanish,
Tampa Campus (Sulloway) .
,Mar. 27, Great Negro Personalities Biographies cf Black · Men, ·st. Petersburg campus (Fellows).
·
June 2, Chartered Lite Underwriters,
Part I, Tampa campus (Fellows}.
June 2, Chartered Life Underwriters,
Part Ill, Tall)pa (Fellows>.
June 2, Chartered Life Underwriters,
Part IV, Tampa Campus (Fellows).
June 2, Chartered Life Underwriters,
Part IV, St. Petersburg Campus (Fellows).
Starting:
· Feb. 15-July 15, Engineering Economics, Tampa (Schier).
Feb. 17-Mar. 9, Brazilian English Institute C, Tampa c ampus (Sulloway}.
Feb: 18-Mar. 11;·· Language Arts in
Pre-school, Tampa Campus csurroway),

History Club Holds
,Second Meeting Today
The newly reactivated History Club will hold its second
meeting of the year today at 2
p.m. in SOC 150.
/
Student participatio n in departmental affairs Will be dis1
cussed.
I

All interested members of
the student body are invited
to' attend: · . ,
· ·
•

~LMA HARR(SON·
". asks you toeall,~coi ne to
f,.
,/

World Trc1;vel

We couldn't get the draft beer this week but it's com-

Cente r··
'•

FOR TICKETS
AND RESERVAT
IONS
•I·

ing. In the meantime we'll gi~e a free soft ,drink of
yoyr choice for every one.that you get with a food
order. Pre.;.draft special 'runs this Thursday, Friday and
l
Saturday. Come on in and • • •
· . ·.

J.' ·Airlines
Jo' Cruis~s
~

Tours

Anywher•-A~ytlma
I

NO SERVICE.
CHARGE

,, .

PHONE 877-9566

HAVE AFEW ON:·JERRJ~,s.!!·!
Delivery $ervice 50c
(~o d1a111, 011

World· Travel Center'
2624 Hillsboro Plaza
. , Tampq, Flqric(r;i. .

Call us for those Late Hite Sn~cks

ov■r S7 Order)

.

\
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A/To Fashions Reflect Ideals
By JOHN GUGGENHEIM
Feature Editor

A group of USF students

ion. These students, who are th;m just attire. One of the lored clothes the group wears
members of an Afro-Ameri- students said, "lt is the black .are part of the trend towards
' · more freedom in American
can group on campus, feel ' man's true image." '
The beautiful brightly· co• dress. Otha Favors, who frethat this fashion is more
quently wears a dashiki-shirt
on campus· said, "the fashion
•orginates from the· growth of
African and Western civiliza' tion."
CONNIE TUCKER, a viva·ciou,s, outspoken •freshman, .
said, ,"these fashions are bet.ter than American · because
· there is not one alike. Miss
Tucker wears a sari for special occasions. She said it
.sometimes takes her an hour
to wrap it around her body in
order to wear it 'comfortably.
"The use of more Afro-wigs
.is a mentaltype· of an image,"
according to Gloria Stevens,
who is letting her hair grow
·out "natural". She said the
wigs are ideal for those that
'have them and are planning
on letting- their hair grow out.
·However, both bf the girls
frowned on those who wore
them just because they ar,e
stylish.
Calvin McCay, believes that

l1ave made a strong assertion
on campus - with clothes.
They are making this assertion with Afro-American fash-

" the change in clothing is
causing a physical and psychological change as well."•
Black is change and change is
here," added Harry McLin,
who also wears dashikis.
THE REMARKS the two
men had made caused the
student to talk spontaneously
about their feelings. One ofthe student~ said, "change
wil) come about through the
black man's mood and his
way of thinking, not thro.ugh
1
a dashiki or a dress."
One of the male students
summed the whole concept of
Afro-American fashion while
the others nodded approvingly .
He said, "It's being what
you are. Go natural in your
dress if you feel that way. If
you're not included - don't.
There is a difference between
genuine beauty and style. A
woman's own hair is natural
beauty, an African wig is
style."

Five Named

These are the five finalists for USF'i "Top College Girl in America" sponsored by Glamour magazine. The finalists left bottom to top right are: ·
Linell Wootton, Betsy Smoot, Carol\ M c~ill, Sandy
Geist and Cindy Strong.
These girls were judged and selected by Dr. Ed
A llen, director of the University counseling center,
Mrs. Phyllis Marshall, director of Student Organizations and tw o students, Janet Hotard and Mark
Wesson . The winner will' be announc~d at the University Song Fest on F1·iday night.

/.

LIONEL STEVENSON

Professor Stevenson spent
last summer in the British
Isles, and while there participated in two conferences. As a
member of the executive committee on the International
Association of University Professors of English he attended
conference in
the triennial
Duiblin.

. .. visiting professo.r.

--~~~
: What can you
:i,, have in common with
Chester Arthur,
Calvin Coolidge,
James Garfield,
Warren Harding,
Benjamin Harris~n,
William McKinley,
Theodore Roosevelt,
and
Franklin Roosevelt?
I

i

Two things. All eight men were United States Presidents and

insured by New York Life. We're proud of the fact that almost
half of the country's chief executives in the last hundred years
were New York Life policy owners. In fact, we think there's a con•
nection between the two. Merely being insured by us is no guarantee
a man will become President - but It does say something about
- • his fiscal re:;ponsibility. And skill at planning. In fact, aside from
all its practical financial benefits, owning a New York .Life poll~y.
·
could be your first step on the campaign trail.
Today we have a particularly attractive feature for young men. It's
' called the Policy Purchase p ption. If you are physically qualified
to buy a policy now - as you probably are - we guarantee that
you can buy more life insurance at specified future periods to
age 40 regardless of your health. So, merely by beginning a modest
program while you are young means that you will never have t o
worry about becoming uninsurable.
,

·If you are a prospective Presidential candidate, there's another
good reason to consider New York Life. We have offices in all
fifty states. And the District •9f Columbia!

Linda Deacon, D e_a n ri e ·
Fresenborg, Annie Myers; Bet hany Price, Margie Roberts
and Sherrie Seroka.
DELTA GAMMA
Delta Gamma ranked third
academically among sororities on campus with an
overall grade point average of
2.772. Last Friday the fol- t
lowing girls were initiated:_
Debby Abell, Linda Alexander, · Susan Anderegg, Terri
Bowden, Chris hChambers ,
DELTA DELTA DELTA- - Loree Bryer, Cindy Frank,
Annette Johnson, a sister Jeanne Supernant, D,e b by
of Tri-Delta, is Miss Tampa. Cook, Sue Stilley, Pris Goble,
New sisters were honoreq by . Ma ry Lou Hofstetter and .
local alumnae at a d'essert so- Mary Suessel. Last Saturday .
cial on J an. 23. The new the DG's held a pledgeroo at
initiates are: Cheryl Case, the home of a local alumnae,
Anne Chalfont, Wanda Higgs, Mrs. Wadell.

BEAUTY SALON
Temple Terrace Shopping Canter

Phone 988,2798

IMMEDIATE ENGINEERING CAREER OPENINGS

Mechanical Engineers
Electrical Engineers
Marine Engineers
Industrial Engineers
Systems Analysts

Naval Architects
Nuclea r Engineers
, Civil Engin_eers
Metallurgical Engineers

See our representative
G. O. Vaughn
Friday, February 14

He'll be at the Placement Office to answer questions,
discuss qualifications, take applications for fa~t action.

'9>..
Birds;~g·M~t;;;'(;~. \:ti/
8:15 A.M.

Return Trip 4:30 P.M.

N"ewport N"ews@
SHIPBUILDING AND DRY DOCK COMPANY.
NEWPORT NEWS, VIRGINIA

.._~,,

An Equa l Opportunity Employer, U.S. Cit izenship Requi red. ·

•

.'

I:

0RI\..CLE CLASSIFIED

~

1. REAL ESTATE. .

ADS

14. HELP WANTED

Does it really work?

Male, Female

---------

For country living, just 8 m i l e s t - - - - - - - - - - from USF campus, buy this Male o~ fem~le students . to call
cement block home with 3 or 5 on busmess m the Tampa area
acres, partially fenced. House ·as advertisin~ representativ~s
sits well back from paved for _ the Umvers1ty Buyer s
road. Has living room with large Gmde. Contact Terry Ford bewoodburning fireplace, 2 ·bed- tween 3 p.m. and 11 p.m. at
rooms, 2 baths, hallway, din- 884-7561.
ing r oom, electric ~-kitchen and t•,--S_E_R_V_IC_E_S_O_F_F_-~_R_E_D
~
large screened patio, shop and /I 5•
.
toolshed. Small' lake on pr opL_earn. to fly private_, com mererty. Call owner 949-1933.
cial, mstrument ratmgs by a
·
.
Brick home, 3 bedroom 2 baths, Government • rated instructor.
Florida room with office. Cen- c FI A&I For further informatral heat a nd air. Carpet and tion write·: Pat Neville 4951 46
2
$20,000 988-1237.
fence.
Call - $ ,ooo down Ave · N' St· Pete Fla · 33709·
payml!nt.
, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 20. PERSONALS
•
,- ,
3. APTS. & HOUSES ,. Refuse to cooperate with the
housing and food service and
Female roommate wanted to get away with it ! For info and
shar e apartment. Call 933-1114. counseling contact Paul Wallace
.
·
Two female roommates wanted or SG Box 33to sh~re apartment. AC,. ww✓ 21 MISCELLANEOUS
•
carpetmg, pool. Two mmutes
G_Is•.
__
__RE
_E_S_O_C_IAL
_T
_ _G_IA
from USF . ·$50 each. Call •c _o _L_LE
93 1795
TER
·
2J oin Now for 1969, only $1.00
7. TV, RADIO, STEREO b ill. A $l,000 u .s. currency
showpiece free for new registrants. State major study. Data• 1
Electronics hobby? Parts, tubes, craft Box 181 Crystal River,
transistors, ham-CB equipment, Fla. 32629.
,
.
antennas, Eico kits. . Trades,
terms,' J & H Electronics, 1615' ~W&!Tt:Jf.'1%.t~,WEE:il
W. Waters.

If you've ever resortea to NoDoz~at 4 a.m.
the night before an exam, you've-probably
been disappointed.
NoDoz, after al I, is no substitute for
sleep'. Neither is anything else we can
think of.
What NoDoz is is a very strong stimulant. In fact, NoDoz has/the strongest
· stimulant you can buy without a prescription.
Caffeine.
What's so strong about that?
If we may cite The Pharmacological
· Basis of Therapeutics: Caffeine is a
powerful central nervous stimulant. Caffeine excites all portions· of the central
nervous system. Caffeine stimulates all
portions of the cortex,' but its main action
is br:i the psychic and sens_ory functions.
It produces a more rapid and clearer flow
of thought and allays drowsiness and
fatigue. After taking caffeine, one is capable of more sustained intellectual ef~
fort alid a more perfect association of
ideas. There is also a keener appreciation of sensory stimuli.
Very interesting. But yvhy take

1

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING RATES

5 lines

For sale - Kana shocks for Additional Line _____ __ .15
Porsches. Brand new set for Repeated: 2-4 Issues ____ .90*
rear. Fits most models up to More than 4 issues ____ .75*
*Per five lines (27 characters )
912-911. $40. Call 626-8734.

DAY NURSERY

r·

& KINDERGARTEN'

New Air Conditioned Facility serving Hot Meals and Offering Expert
Sup.ervision in Infancy thru Kindergarten.
USF

New York Life lnsuranc.e

Company
1100 Exchange National
Bal\k Building
229-0461

TERRACE

·B PAl11El#MBttlWfl¾W:tf~~---,~

(27 characters/line) __ _ $1.00

Reggie Sedita

"Eight Experienced
Cosmetologists To Serve You"

Special Bus for USF
SERVICE CUSTOMERS
LEAVES for USF
Achninistration Bldg. at

Charner Benz, treasurer;
Kathy Bowers, song leader
and chaplain; Cherie 'Farr,
historian ; and Gail Crowell,
junior Panhellenic representative. Betsy Smoot was appointed to the senate in the
Student Government. New
pledges were ' treated to a dinner by the ChiO sisters at the
Pancake House. Sister Dare
Hyman got engaged this
Christmas to Tom Grossjung.

1O. ·AUTOM':)TIVE

•

Our backlog of orders running for years ahead means
competitive starting salaries, career security, with your
way up wide open. It also mea ns scope fo r all your
abilities. We're involved with nuclear ship propulsion
ancf refueling, nucl ear ai rcraft carrier and submarine
building, even automation. We"re a major builder of
giant water power and heavy industrial equipment.
We're starting to apply our nautical nuclear know-how
to the fast expanding field of nuclear electrical power
generation on land.

· VOLKSWAGEN SERVICE

Greek · Pledge~ Busy

CHI OMEGA
Pledge class officers have
.been announced for the quarter : Sherry Smith, president ; ·
J anet Lewis , vice-president; ,
Sherry A u s t i n, secretary;
- - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - -- - -

Talk with Newport News On-Campus Career Consultant about engineering openings at world's
largest shipbuilding company--=-where your future
is as big as today's brand new ocean.

Interested in an advanced degree or research? We're

Professor Lionel Stevenson,
Duke University; will speak
on "A Biographer On the
Prowl" tonight at 8 in the
Physics auditorium.

1

Friday, February 14,
an
explore
•
•
eng1neer1ng career
on earth's
last frontier.

next door to Virginia Associated Resea rch Center with
one of the world's largest ·synchrocyclotrons, offering
advanced study in high energy physics. We're · close to
Old Dominion College and University of Virginia Extension Division, where you can get credits for a master's
degree, or take courses in Microwave Theory, Solid
State Electronics, Nuclear Engineering and other ad•
vanced subjects. Ask about scholarships, tuition grants,
and special leaves to implement t hese study and re•
'
search opportunities.
Ask, too, about the pleasant living and lower living costs,
he re. in the heart of Virginia's historic seaside vacation
land, with superb beaches, golf, fis hing, boating, hunting.

SJevensC?n To Speak Today

Top .Co-eds

•

•

j f ~ ~ . ""I
13202 15th St.

Phone 935-5107 •

!T.M, 0 1969 Brlstol,Myers Co.

•

NoDoz when you can get caffeine iri a
cup of coffee?
Very simple. You take NoDoz all at
~
once instead of sipping coffee for 10 minutes. And if you take two NoDoz tablets,
the recommended dosage, you get twice
the caffeine in a cup of coffee.
Two tablets-isn't that likely to be
habit forming? Definitely not. NoDoz is
completely non-habit forming.
Whi ch means it 's safe to· take
whether you're crammi ng at night. Or
about to walk into an 8 o'clock class. Or
driving somewhere (even though you're
rested) and th e monotony of th e road
makes you drowsy. ·
One last t hing you should know
about NoDoz. It now comes in two forms.
Those familiar white pills you take with
wate r. And a ch ewabl e t ablet called
NoDoz Action Aids*. It.tastes like a chocolate mint, but it does everyth ing regular
NoDoz does.
And if you'vemanaged
to stay awake this
long, you know
that's quite a lot.

'Physicists' Opens Thursday Night
"The Physicists" o p e n s most brilliant physicist in the
Thursday evening at 8:30 p.m. world - Johann Wilhelm Moin Theatre USF's Centre bius, who receives visits from
Stage: The play, by German King Solomon: The role is
playwright Friedrich Durren- played by A. Joseph Argenio,
matt, concerns itself with · orie of the few "old-timers"
three mad nuclear physicists left in Theatre USF.
in an exclusive sanitarium in
IN THE YEARS Argenio
Europe.
has been entertaining USF auPETER O'SULLIVAN, assist- diences, he has played George
ant professor of Theatre Arts, in "Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woolf?" and Malvolio in
is well familiar with contem- "Twelfth Night," among other
porary mind-puzzlers such as leads and feature roles. Arthis one. Within the past cou- genio states that Mobius "is
ple of years he had directed the most difficult role I've
Pirandello's "Six Characters ever been called upon to
play."
In Search of. An Author" and
Though the setting of the
Edward Albee's "Tiny, Alice."
show is up-to-date, the apOne of the three physicists pearance of Sir Isaac Newton
in the play is supposedly the might give the idea that it is

a period piece. It's not. Herbert Georg Beutler, the second physicist only thinks he's
Newton.
·
IT appears
that Bob Pregentek, who
plays "Newton, " has stayed
in the same costume since
last quarter, when he played
Joseph Surface, the conniving
brother in "School for Scan'. dal." "It's the first time I've
ever done ·theatre - in - the •
round," says Pregentek,
"and it's about as confusing
tci me as the facets of my
character."
The third physicist, Ernst
Heinrich Ernesti, thinks he is
Professor Albert Einstein down to an off-key rendition
of "Humoresque" on the violin. Doug Kaye, who plays
"Einstein," complains, "Gray
hair and doctor roles are becoming my trademarks. I'm
thinking of getting a job with
the Health Center."

.put on

BESIDES DOCTOR roles,
Kaye has played a variety of
character parts during the
past few years at USF, including Sir Joseph Porter in
"HMS Pinafore" and the Cardinal in "Tiny Alice."
In charge of the asylum
that houses these inmates is
the hunchbacked spinster,
Fraulein Doktor Mathilde von
Zahnd, who has committed all
her rich relatives to her own
institution.

the _. _right
face
'L

with

@ounselorz
Product pe1fection and professional expertise are two re.asons why you'll never .
put on the wrong face with Beauty Counselor.
I

For 35 years, BC has stuck to the principle that p1ersonal, indfvi dual home servic~
is the pnly RIGHT WAY to sell cosmetics
and beauty aids.
Find the answer to your cosmetic problems. So often, that answer is Beauty Counselor.

The booming USF marke.t has erect- · '·
ed an urgerit demand for, sales · rep'resentatives. Earn up to 40-50~ on all ·
regylar sales. No experience necessary. Liberal bonus and pri~e opporti,nities. Interested?
'~- •'

...

MRS, MARY GREIF
4616 MATANZAS
TAMPA, 336.11

Call or Write
831-2591

Classic Farce
An old classic farce made ·characters who will be taking
contemporary by · giving char- over the identities of those
acters present-day identities, gorie before them, the direcwill be the Speecli Depart- tor, Tim Weinfeld, cited W. C.
ment's project today at 2 in Fields as the father of the
-the Engineering Auditorium.
group.
The Coffee House, producThe cast for the staged
tion originally written by Moliere, is , called " Sganarelle," reading includes Eric Laker,
- sub title: " The Imaginary Kathy Maguire, Jim Howard,
Jill Slater, Dolly Coit, Barry
Cuckold.''
Mowat, Jim . Challener, and
' FOR AN EXAMPLE of Roger Dean . .

MOVING OUT? ON A BUDGET?~
Murder In. The Asylum
In Theatre USF's presentation of "The Physicists," a police ;team of Earl Archer, Ron
-Friedman, Steve Short, Rick Mon'crief, and

"DURRENMATT deals with
superlatives," explains · Doug
Kaye. "For example, Mobius
is the most b r i 11 i a n t
physicist, the asylum is the
most expensive sanitoriun, •
and Doktor von Zahnd is the
greatest psychiatrist in the
,.world. Theatre USF looks forward to adding ·.to this list."
"The Physicists" will play
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday evenings at 8 :30 p.m. for
the next three weekends.
Tickets are available at the
Theatre Box Office, but they
are selling out fast. Curtain
time is, 8 :30; late arrivals will
not be admitted.

TAPE
CLUB!

inspector· Ed Thompson, gaze at the 'victim
of an "accident" at . the asylum. The "deceased" is Vicky Donelf!,on.

-------- -------- -----

Photo By .
Educational Resources

Looking for a budget priced, spacious
and convenient way to live? Look no ·
more, Superior will cut living expens•
es and sell or rent to you a new or
uaed mobile home and homesite at a
price that your budget will allow! Ceil a'
949-5692.

SUPERIOR MOBILE HOMES
2 Mi. North of Lutz on Hwy. 41

1501 5o, Dale ·Mabry

MARTHA FRANCO, who
portrays the Fraulein Doktor,
is not normally hunchbacked,
but is practicing her. "Richard
III" for the part. This is the
first ·time Mrs. Franoo has
done a show at · USF, though
she has done a number of
roles for the Tampa Community Theatre and the University of 'I'ampa.
·
Since the opening . concern
of the play is murder, it naturally has to be investigated by
a Police Inspector. Playing
the befuddled ln~pector Richard Voss is Ed Thompson, a
face and name long familiar
to Theatre USF and other
theatres throughout Tampa.1
Thompson · was in, among
other shows at USF, "A View
From the Bridge," and "The
Rainmaker," and has entertained· .several generations of
students at USF.

· @eauty

Beauty Counselors·Wanted!

' U. of South Florida, January 29, 1969;...9

'
ACTUALLY,

Open Nights 'til 8:30

BREAKFAST
SPEC'IAL

C

(U.C. ONLY)
/_·J ~gg,.l _. Strip ·Bacon .& Toast
.f

. . . . .

.

..

-

Ali~: D~_u ghnuts; Toast, Coffee, HQt,Chocolate, Juices

SCIENCE CENTER SNACK BAR
NOW OPEN!!
Sandwiches ••• Hot and
Cold
Salads
• Coffee, Hot Chocolate
• Favorite Cold Drinks

NOW GET THE HEAVY
OR THE SOFT 6 and 8 TRACK
STEREO TAPES AT A

DISCOUNT
Regular Price
$598
'

••••••••••

Tape Club Price
$4~9

. $698 ••••••• ••• $549
$798 ••••••• ••.• $64~
$998 ••••••• ••• $799.

Membership $10
FREE with -the Purchase of Car or Home Unit

STEREO GO ROUND
4239 W. Kennedy - Tampa
890~ 5(,th Street - Temple Terrace

I

Save Valuable Time • • • ·Eat at Science Center

FOOD SERVICE from Morrisons

'·
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3:30 a. m. NUMBER 11

Amusing Muses
Invoked In 'Birds'
:The only apparent problem
that presented itself in the
Speech Department's production of " The Birds" last weekenµ was the .lack of open
orgies and flowing wine that
us_ually surrounds any worthwhile Dionysian Festival.
Situated in the front rows of
the theatron, I felt the spirit
(and even heard a few Muses)
of zany fun intended in the
"<;-ur i o us 1 y contemporary"
play.
·KAY KELLY, director, assistant professor, had many .
things working for her: the
lighting, setting, costumes (all
of , which the program didn't
note credit for), the most important, the cast. It was a superb casting job.
,-- Terry Beaver made his
:rnark at USF as Sir in "The
Roar of llhe Greasepaint .. .",
and etched it a little deeper
as the lead, Pithetaerus. His
unconcerning galla_ntness and
whimsical vindictive made
him a most appropriate political refugee.
' THEN ENTER G e o r g e
Ross Randolph II: on a -rope,
, stumbling or tripping. His
not • so - omnipotent dialogue
and buffoonery, so aptly deliv~red, gave the show a successful character - and one
necessary for the slick techniques of the Greeks. .
The Poet, Kelly Salance,
stopped the show with each ep'trance as his gracious
meanderings and prophetic
spews of knowledge, a_ccented
by his flowered chapeau,. were
tx;anslated as ridiculous I sincerity.·
·~
· AND THEN THERE was
Martha Tiller, USF's answer
to Bette Davis. May Zeus
bless her. As Swift Iris (or
was it Cool Emma), a smalltime Goddess, Miss Tiller
found a character that hasn't
h,it a USF stage since Peace
s:,vayed on in "Lysistrata."

n

&the
-blu81ety~

philip· runnels

Her movements were delightful and her speech a credit to
any Speech Department ...
esp_ecially in Zazu Falls,
Minn.
Bob Yanez's true-to-life portrayal of Bob Yanez (in the
guise of A Harald )gave the
performance: a needed relief
.. . . it was going too well.
Playing a stammering, stage·s truck bit player, Yanez
milked his part for everything
it was worth •. •• successfully.
THE TRIO ·OF Bob Randall
(Hercules), Sam Crutchfield
(Barbarian God) and Dennis
-Aska (Neptune) . could have
walked on and sa.i d nothing their costumes would have
been enough.
- Finally, consider the .chorus. If it's good, it's very,
very good. If it's bad, it's horrid. In the case o f " The
· Birds,"' it was a coherent, balanced, well-blocked group
. that added the necessary narrator to the production. Although at times their narration was sporatic (due to bad
cues), they handled themselves well and were as pleasant as their costumes.
By PHILIP RUNNELS

/ Failure' Friday At 2

'Lowland Sea' And 'Impresario'
Start Off Fifth Opera Season

0.

A!)d I read a new book. From cover to blue cover. Quite extraordinary. In a J. P. Donleavy way. Published by Delacorte
Press. Title you ask. The Beastly Beatitudes of 'Balthazar B.
and it logically follows The Ginger Man. Only this Ginger Man
is not Sebastian Dangerfield. But he has a friend. Beefy. And
he writes about things. Sex. Love. Life. Persuit of Happiness.
DONLEAVY AGAIN PROVES HE IS THE MASTER. Of
Dialogue. His Irish is perfect. Never realized punctuation hinders. But J. P. does. Mr. B flaunts (tee-hee) himself in Dublin.
Paris. London. Sadly, happily. Many times you wonder how he
got there. Who he is. But no matter. Newest' novel is tender.
And so many times too funny. Sublimely ridiculous situations.
The reading goes as fast as you have time. You may make
time. Ba.Jthazar does. Did.

Handy Rationalizations
Seeings on account of because it's the middle of the fourth
week of school, and using -the age-old, tried-and-true theory:
The amount of work is inversely proportional to the good
movies on TV . • . the following rationalizations are supplied:
"CAT ON A HOT TIN ROOF" .. , Thursday at 9 on 13. Paul
Newman and Liz Taylor. An alcoholic son learns of his father's
impending ,death.
"TWO WOMEN" . . . Saturday at 11 :30 on 8. Sophia
Loren and Jean Paul Belmondo. The Academy Awa rd-winning
film of a mother and daughter in Italy during World War II.
"HAMLET" . . . Sunday at 2 on 8. Sir Laurence Olivier
and Jean Simmons. Also an Academy Award-winning film on
Shakespeare's classic. (1948).
Don Rickles, Mr. Warmth-Wonderful, etc., will be the guest
on the Laugh-In Monday night at 8 on 8.
" The David- Susskind Show" on WUSF (16) tonight at 8.
Susskind's interviews include one with Drew Pearson. Other
guests will be involved with his topic for the evening's two-hour
show, "Afro."
"THE BLOOD KNOT" . . . Friday at 9 on 3. Athol Fugard's drama, set in Soi.Ith Africa, about the relationship between two brothers, one black and one who could pass for
white, starring Fugard as one of the brothers. Hear it's a
strong, successful play.
"American Samoa :Paradise Lost?" ... Monday at 9 on 3.
children lea rn English on TV and tourists drink Coke.
"The film Generation on Dance" . . . Tuesday at 9 on 3.
Cinema choreography through the years as exemplified by
Busby Berkeley's sequence from 1933's "Footlight Parade" to
the present day with·Shirley Clarke's "Moment in Love."

At 2 p.m. Friday, on Centre Stage, the Experimental
Theatre will present something a bit out of the ordinary - even for Experimental
Theatre. The program will
consist of an original mime
- a play without words.
Written and directed by Darryl, (a one-name character
The Gala Guild (The Gala Guild?) Of the Florida Sympholike Pal din) , it is entitled
ny Society will present "Tosca" by Puccini (in Italian) Feb. 7
" The Failure."
and 8 at Orlando Municipal Auditorium. Student tickets are
"THE FAILURE" deals
with a man who has had only $2.08 and may be obtained by mail order from Streep's Ticket
one desire in life - to suc- Agency, Box 632, Orlando.
THE HOLIDAY DINNER THEATRE has a new production
ceed. But along with this de.
opening
tonight, "Tobacco Road." Will have more on it next
sire comes a severe fear of
failure, leaving him, incapa- week.
Attention·! Attention! Attention! "The Man of La Mancha"
ble of finishing anything he
is coming to the Bayfront Center in St. ·Pete on Feb. 7 and 8.
has started.
Maran, the central charac- For further information phone 898-6365. Tickets are available at
ter, is portrayed by both Bill Wards stores in Tampa, Clearwater a nd St. Pete.
-FLORIDA PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE will present Tenor,
Meeker and John May. Other
Richard Tucker, in concert Thursday evening at 8:15 at the
characters are played by
Stephanie Mi 11 e r , Karl Bayfront Center. Tickets are available at the College Union Office.
,
·
(Sunny) Lamp, Caryl Bes t,
Florida Southern College, Lakeland, will present Robert
Kaki Robertson, and Jill
McDonald, pianist, Feb. 6. The concert will be in Banscomb
Danziger.
·
Memorial Auditorium. McDonald is_the artist-in-residence.
Admission is free.
IN .THE CREATIVE NEWS DEPARTMENT OF THE
TAMPA TIMES: The headline read, "Wind creat~s waves."
The story? "Wind acts on water to produce surface waves."

The fifth annual opera season at USF will open Sunday
at 8:30 p.m. in the Theatre
Center, TAR 130, with two
one-act operas, "The Lowland
Sea" by Wilder and "The Impresario. " by Mozart.
The operas will be presented by the Opera Workshop, a
branch of the Music Department, that has produced various operas within the last five
years . including "The Marriage of Figaro," "Cosi Fan
Tutti," "Martha," " The · Old
Maid," and "The Barber of
Sevme."
EVERETT
ANDERSON,
head of the Opera Workshop,
explained that the program is
set up for any singers "of the
advanced nature" who want
to work to develop stage ability.

"We hope to help eventual
teachers so they will be qualified to put on musicals and
will be acquainted with stage
work. We also hope to give
them a background for professional experiences," said Anderson.

NOW•.•
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Anderson feels that opera is
the only one complete art
form · since it incoruorates
dance, direction, singing, design, lights, ballet, acting, 9rchestra participation, conducting, and painting.
ANY ADVANCED singer
may audition for the opera
workshop. Students working
on production usuaHy enroll
for more than one quarter
since more than a quarter is
needed to plan . an opera presentation.
·

quarter's production
two one-act operas,
running Sunday, Monday and
Wednesday at 8 :30 p.m. in
TAR 130.
This

"THE IMPRESARIO" was
composed by Mozart in 1786,
to a liberato by Stephanie the
Younger, author . of the book
for "Die Entfuhrung aus dem
Serail."
·
The cast includes Donald
Pyle, Charles Kuh, Joseph
Lieb, Melvin Higa, Tonilea
Moore, and Patricia Hilburn.

- 1501 Sa. Dale -Mabry

Open Nights 'til 8:30

UC MOVIE-COMMITTEE
Presents
Jan. 30, 8 P.M.
One Night Only!

Jan. 31 • Feb. 2
7:30 P.M.

KIRK

JERRY REYNOLDS, music
instructor, is stage m anager.
Everett Anderson is music director.
"The Lowland Sea" was
written by Alec Wilder-out of

DOUGLAS
and

WAR

Professional New Yoiic
Cast onlyl
Featuring
Broadway Steir Daylan

·

;~ ,~ ~
, -~ o s
,.i~s
,,..v

Dancing Nightly
"Cocktails from , , , S p.m.

1

Individual Seating

Gour•et Buffet 6:45 p.m
"Mn1ic Staie" ,8:30 p,m,
CALL TOLL FREE
Route 60 • Tampa
St. Pete/Clearwater
side of Courtney
162-4706 or 442-2643
Campbell Cwsy. ·
Tampa 114-7501
opp. Causeway In•

l\Q'tl

INGMAR BERGMAN'S

WAGO

' ' ' '•

.13Imfil~M~

• • •

"iobacco Rd."
Smash Broadway Hit
Over 3300 Broadway Perf,
_FAMILY TUES, 011,ly $5,~0

\,

JOHN
WAYNE

unday Family Matinees

·

Marilyn Bundy, Linda Howell,
Jay Bever, Michael Whitaker,
David Stefany, George Cave,
Darrell Stefany, Frank Seith,
a nd George Mills.
Alfred Golding, theatre in- ·
structor , is stage director. Everett Anderson is music director.

wiJl be

off Broadway
Dinner
Theatre

Puccini And Stuff

a remembering of the sea and
sea songs.
THE CAST includes Patricia Rogers, Susan Ankrom ,
John Ryan, Ty Riddle, Dan
Radebaugh, Harry Pickup ,
Jack Geist, Richard Gomer,
Richard McCullough, Frederick Wheeler, Richard Catlett,

ADMISSION - 35c
BUSINESS AUDITORIUM

ECHNICOLOR®

DEAN JONES
ALSO

'Hair' Here

'

COME SPY WITH M(
TROY DON,AHUE

" Hair'' is growing closer. and
closer. The production, presented by Experimental Theatre, is
a classroom exercise, and will be
restricted to USF students a nd
sta ff. No one will be admitted·
without, the proper identification.

SUN,• MON.• TUE,

~
PRETTY POISON
ANTHONY PERKINS
TUESDAY WELD
-----ALSO-----1-

[Ml

BANDEOLERO

Directed by John Greco,
"Hair" will be presented Feb. 9,
10 and 11 in the Theatre at 8:30
p.m . Admission is free.

PETER, PAUL & MARY
Curtis Hixon Hall

Thursday, January 30

THIS REBEL
BREED

YOUNG
RUNAWAYS
WILD REBELS
HOT RODS
TO HELL.

~~x:

Appearing in "Hair" (as of :1:'i:,::
this writing) are : Jerry Achee,
Denny Aska, Gordon Atkinson,
Mary Benson, Carol Bischoff,
'
Carolyn Byers, Buck Campbell,
Shirley Chesnut, Jill Danziger,
1
Boots Davis, Dennis Fernandez,
Patsy Finney, Kirn Gillila nd,
Ken Gra ham, Doreen Greco,
Jerry Hanna , Ron Harper, Jane
Jackson, Karl (Sunny) Lamp,
Connie Levine, Marie Mercier,
Cherry Lynn McIntyre, Brad
McLane, Jerry Mule, Trula
O'Haire, Jinx Reynolds, C. Richardson, Wendy Rollinson,
David Saulter, Debbie Scalli,
Barbara Shepard, Gloria Stevens, Ralph Strarse, Marshall
Thomas, Kelly Tripp, Connie
Tucker, 1 Ruse! Ulics, Rusty
Webster, Key Wehrman, Liz
Wood, Bob Yanez, Rita Yovino
and Ron Zarr.
Musical Director ,is
Hutchison.

Ji

8:15 P.M.

:·1

Tickets: $3, $4, $5
Tickets on sale at Box Office, all
area Sears stares, and Belks ilf
•Britton, ·
·

Send stamped, self-addressed envelope to Curtis Hixon Hall for
mail orders,

&·

LEARN WHAT THEY DO ON SWAMI NIGHT

THE YOGA OF

IN "TANTRA" By OMAR GARRISON

open flame
broiling

Browse through our large selection of
books & pamphlets on metaphysical and
occult subiects.

PRESENTS:
THE HARD and Heavy Sounds
of The.
-

JOSHUA DYKE
THURS. - FRI. - SAT. & SUN. AFTERNOON JAM' SESSION!
.

IT'S '.6 9

THE YEAR OF THE FOX, THE HUNT IS ON; CAN YOU
FIND HIM? THE BLUE FOX,
THE MOVIN' COLLE~E ACTION
SPOT NEAR CAMPUS." ••
• HOURS: THURS.-FRI. & SAT. 8:30 P.M. - 'TIL
SUN. JAM SESSION 3:00 - 7:00 P.M.
• YOU MUST BE 18

B.Y.O.B.
(B.-21)
100% Pure

Lean Beef
. . . and Nothing

else but!

$2.00 c3'

$1.00 9

FOX

SeeYouAtThe
13737 Nebraska Ave •

